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Summary
Earth’s climate is changing, threatening the welfare of humankind. The extent of future
changes will depend on the implemented climate policy. Therefore, climate policy has a
key role in discussions of sustainable development, which is defined as the development
that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs. What is the optimal climate policy response to achieve this balance?
The first step to address this question, from an economics perspective, is to recognize that
climate change is a global externality, characterized by a long-term timescale and large
uncertainties. The first attempt to internalize the greenhouse gas externality was conducted
by William Nordhaus in 1991, followed by the development of the dynamic integrated model
of climate and the economy (DICE). The DICE model belongs to a class of an integrated
assessment models (IAM), which are designed to explore synergies and trade-offs between
economic growth and climate change. However, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of existing IAMs. Even the most advanced IAMs have difficulties in dealing with
the roles of governance, culture, the heterogeneity and non-linearity of human and natural
systems. In particular, DICE and its regional version, RICE, model the economic impacts
of climate change as smooth, gradual reductions in economic output as temperature increases.
The objective of this thesis is to improve our understanding of the economic consequences
of anthropogenic-induced climate change and to derive associated policy implications. I
emphasize that changes in the climate system under anthropogenic forcing need not be
smooth and gradual. For example, a small increase in the temperature may trigger breakdown
of the Atlantic thermohaline circulation (THC) and a small increase in aerosol concentration
over Indian peninsula may weaken the ISM circulation. The two systems, THC and ISM,
share one common feature: a small change implies a big difference. This characteristic is
described by the term tipping point – the critical point at which a transition to a different
state of the system is triggered. In the present thesis, using DICE and RICE as a starting
point, I explore the policy implications of the economic risks related to the THC and ISM.
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Thermohaline circulation is a part of ocean circulation that is driven by density gradients,
which depends on water temperature (hence, “’thermo”) and salinity (hence, “haline”). The
THC plays an important role in transporting heat to the polar regions. In particular, THC is
the primary reason that Western Europe is so temperate. The breakdown of the THC under
global warming is a low-probability high-impact risk. The associated impacts include: (i) sea
level rise of about 1 m in parts of the North Atlantic, including about 0.5 m along the Atlantic
coasts of North America and Europe; (ii) changes in the tropical precipitation pattern; and
(iii) declining phytoplankton population. Chapter 1 finds that discounting and negligence
of the inertia in climate and the economic systems limit the possibility to account for the
risk of the THC breakdown. Therefore, the derived climate policies should be interpreted
accordingly.
The monsoons are large-scale seasonal winds, which are driven by the temperature difference betwen the land and ocean. The ISM affects the Indian subcontinent, bringing moist
air towards land. In fact, it accounts for 80% per cent of annual rainfall. The ISM system
exists at a global-regional policy nexus: both India’s and global climate policy alter the
system. Projected changes in the ISM rainfall under anthropogenic interference are of particular concern for India as its economy is closely tied to the ISM-rainfall strength. Chapter 2
explores the ability of India to limit an increase in the frequency of ISM-rainfall extremes
through mitigation. The integrated assessment modelling exercise indicates that global efforts
on combatting climate change slightly reduce the ISM rainfall –related risk relative to the
business-as-usual policy. Yet, an increased frequency and intensity of extreme ISM rainfall in
the future is inevitable as more stringent policies, which could reduce the risk of ISM rainfall
extremes even further, do not pass the cost-benefit test in many regions. Hence, India’s
particular interest in reaching a climate policy agreement and the importance of domestic
adaptation to ISM-rainfall extremes. This result motivates the next question – what is the
optimal adaptation-mitigation mix for India? Chapter 3 addresses this question. I find that
the optimal policy mix includes both mitigation and adaptation efforts. However, adaptation
plays a greater role in regional welfare. First, benefits are enjoyed locally, irrespectively of
the actions of other countries. Second, adaptation allows for stronger mitigation efforts due
to greater economic output available for investment.
Overall, by providing a detailed view of the impacts related to selected tipping elements in
the Earth’s system, this thesis serves as further reminder of the existing interplay between
system complexity and model simplicity, and between realism and understanding.

Zusammenfassung
Das Klima der Erde verändert sich und bedroht das langfristige Wohlergehen der Menschheit.
Das Ausmaß der künftigen Veränderungen hängt von der umgesetzten Klimapolitik ab. Deshalb spielt die Klimapolitik für eine nachhaltige wirtschaftliche Entwicklung eine zentrale
und wichtige Rolle. Die Herausforderung besteht dabei darin, aktuelle Herausforderungen
und Probleme so zu bewältigen, dass künftige Generationen keine Nachteile erleiden. Wie
muss eine Klimapolitik ausgestaltet sein, die diesen Anspruch erfüllt? Der erste Schritt, um
diese Frage aus ökonomischer Perspektive zu beantworten, besteht in der Erkenntnis, dass
der erwartete Klimawandel ein globales Phänomen ist, welches aufgrund der sehr langen
Zeiträume durch eine erhebliche Prognoseunsicherheit charakterisiert ist.
Der erste Versuch, die Treibhausgas-Externalität zu internalisieren, wurde von William
Nordhaus im Jahre 1991 durchgeführt. Dies führte zur Entwicklung des „Dynamic Integrated Climate-Economy“ (DICE) Modells, welches das Klimasystem, die wirtschaftliche
Entwicklung sowie deren wechselseitige Abhängigkeit modelliert. Im DICE-Modell wird
die wirtschaftliche Entwicklung vom Bevölkerungswachstum, der Kapitalakkumulation und
dem exogen technischen Fortschritt getrieben. Ferner wird die wirtschaftliche Entwicklung
vom Klimawandel und der Klimapolitik beeinflusst. Das Klimasystem wird mittels des
CO2-Kreislaufs beschrieben, während die Kosten von Klimaschäden als fiktive Reduktion
der Produktion dargestellt werden. Wie in ökonomischen Modellen üblich, werden rational
handelnde Akteure unterstellt, die eine intertemporale Wohlfahrtsfunktion maximieren. Eine
Weiterentwicklung des DICE-Modells ist das „Regional Integrated Climate-Economy (RICE)
Modell, in dem eine Aufgliederung des aggregierten Modells in einzelne Weltregionen
erfolgt.
Das Ziel dieser Dissertation ist, unser Verständnis der Konsequenzen des anthropogeninduzierten Klimawandels unter besonderer Berücksichtigung von sogenannten „tipping
points“ zu verbessern, an denen das Klima schlagartig umschlagen kann. Die beiden betrachteten Problemzonen des globalen Klimasystems sind dabei die ozeanische Zirkulation im
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Nordatlantik sowie das Indische Monsun-Regime. Die Nordatlantikströmung wird auch als
„thermohaline Zirkulation“ (THC) bezeichnet. Der Motor der THC ist das Absinken von
kaltem und salzreichem Wasser im Nordatlantik. Im Atlantik strömt warmes und salzreiches Oberflächenwasser über den Äquator und den Golf von Mexiko bis in das Gebiet
zwischen Grönland, Island und Norwegen. Diese als Golfstrom bekannte Meeresströmung
transportiert enorme Energiemengen, die zu einem großen Teil an die Atmosphäre abgegeben
werden. Dadurch wird das außerordentlich milde Klima in nordöstlichen Nordwesteuropa
erzeugt. Das indische Monsun-Regime besteht aus einem System von jahreszeitlich wechselnden Winden. Der Grund ist die unterschiedlich starke Aufheizung von großen Landund Meeresflächen. Der Indische Sommermonsun ist eine Zirkulation mit Südwestwinden
in Bodennähe, die durch die starke Aufheizung des Kontinents in den Sommermonaten
entsteht. Der vom Meer über das Land wehende Sommermonsun nimmt über dem Indischen Ozean viel Feuchtigkeit auf und bringt hohe Niederschläge mit sich. Vom Einsetzen
des Sommermonsuns, seiner Dauer und der Niederschlagsverteilung hängen vor allem die
landwirtschaftliche Erträge Indiens ab. Ein schwacher Sommermonsun ist häufig mit Dürren
verbunden. Stärkere Monsunniederschläge als gewöhnlich können umgekehrt zu Überschwemmungen führen. Die Frage ist nun, wie sich die Klimaerwärmung auf das Indische
Monsunregime auswirkt und ob ein „tipping point“ mit solchen verstärkten Extremwetterlagen auftreten kann. In den vorliegenden drei Papieren der Dissertation wird – der DICE- bzw.
RICE-Modellierungstradition folgend - die Wechselwirkung von ökonomischen Entscheidungen und zukünftigenr Klimaveränderung an diesen beiden „Klima-Hotspots“ untersucht.
Dabei werden jeweils ökonomische und physikalische Modelle gekoppelt.
Insgesamt liefern die modelltheoretischen Betrachtungen der beiden ausgewählten Kippelemente im Erdsystem ein vertieftes Verständnis des sehr komplexen Zusammenspiels
von naturwissenschaftlichen und ökonomischen Modellbausteinen sowie daraus abgeleiteten
Politikempfehlungen.
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Introduction
The overwhelming quantity of independent scientific evidence points to the existence of
human-made climate change. After UN General Assembly [9], the term climate change
refers to “a change of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity that
alters the composition of the global atmosphere and which is in addition to natural climate
variability observed over comparable time periods”. This definition is deliberately broad and
inclusive. Among the already detected changes are (i) surface and ocean temperature change;
(ii) sea level rise; (iii) ocean acidification; (iv) precipitation pattern; (v) sea pressure pattern;
(vi) increased frequency of the most intense tropical cyclones; and (vii) reduction in Nothern
Hemisphere sea ice extent (Bindoff et al. [1]).
Climate change is a truly global issue, with impacts experienced by economies worldwide. The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has estimated that economic
losses exceed 125 billion USD per year and growth rates of global GDP have been reduced
by 0.23 percent due to already occurring changes (Global Humanitarian Forum [2]). These
impacts are determined by both the levels of the climate-related changes and the vulnerability
to these changes. Hence, two general forms of response are identified – mitigation and
adaptation. Yet, there is no consensus on what is the optimal policy response.
Over the past few decades, Integrated assessment models (IAM) have emerged as a widely
used tool to analyse alternative climate change policies. IAMs offer a unique perspective on
both scientific and socioeconomic aspects of climate change, reflecting the inter-relations over
space and time of how economic activity alters the environment, and how the environment, in
turn, feeds back onto the economy. There are over 20 IAMs, which vary widely in several key
aspects: (i) degree of focus on economic issues vis-à-vis climate processes; (ii) geographic
scope, (iii) sectoral coverage, etc. IAMs are categorized into two broad classes: policy
evaluation and policy optimization (Weyant [11]). Policy-evaluation models explore changes
in climate and economic systems under pre-specified policy options. Policy-optimization
models determine optimal policy either by weighing costs and benefits or by minimising the
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costs of achieving a specified goal. The present dissertation follows the latter approach.
To date, some studies have argued for gradual emissions reductions (e.g. Nordhaus and
Yang [7], Tol [8]), while others have called for more drastic near-term mitigation efforts
(Moore and Diaz [5]). One of the key reasons for the disagreements is the presence of
deep uncertainties about the economic impacts of climate change. Specifically, the current
literature offers little empirical evidence on what a climate change damage function should
look like. Therefore, the results of cost-benefit analysis, which rely upon assumptions about
the welfare impacts of increased temperatures, can differ greatly and are often met with
strong criticism (e.g. Weitzman [10]). In particular, the highly aggregated damage functions
in IAMs, such as DICE, fail to reflect that changes related to global warming are likely to be
abrupt and unpredictable. As such, they neglect the possibility of reaching tipping points –
abrupt and, in some cases, even irreversible transitions in the state of major components of
the Earth.
Lenton et al. [4] identified a set of tipping elements in the Earth’s climate system, which are
parts of climate system that may pass an element-specific tipping point. The tipping elements
include: Arctic summer sea-ice, Greenland ice sheet, west Antarctic ice sheet, Atlantic thermohaline circulation (THC), El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Indian summer monsoon
(ISM), Sahara/Sahel and West African monsoon, Amazon rainforest, and boreal forest. They
differ according to control parameters and critical values, the level of warming that induces
changes and transition timescale, as well as the resulting climate impacts. Understanding the
economic risk from, and thus the optimal policy response to climate change would ideally
include a thorough assessment of each tipping element with respect to: (i) climate impacts
and associated economic damages followed by tipping; (ii) regions affected; (iii) reversability
of the tipping; and (iv) uncertainties in both economic and climate systems evolution.
The present thesis introduces two tipping elements, THC and ISM, into a policy-optimization
analysis using a well-known IAM, the DICE model by Nordhaus [6]. It investigates the
policy implications of including the risk of possible economic impacts from crossing these
thresholds in such an analysis. Chapter 1 focuses on the risks related to the THC breakdown.
Chapter 2 elaborates on the risk of increased frequency of ISM-rainfall extremes under
anthropogenic interference, focusing on the role of international cooperation in mitigating
climate change. Chapter 3 evaluates India’s alternative policy responses – mitigation and
adaptation – to the increased frequency of the ISM-rainfall extremes.
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Thesis Outline
The breakdown of the THC under global warming is referred to as a low-probability highimpact risk. The non-linear behaviour of the THC suggests the existence of multiple equilibria
and thresholds. Once the circulation breaks down, the associated damage costs may be locked
in for dozens of years to come. The first chapter of the thesis examines how well IAMs
address this particular risk. For this, the DICE model by Nordhaus [6] is fully coupled to
the simple conceptual model of the THC. Further, the Epstein-Zin utility specification is
used to disentangle the coefficient of risk aversion from the time preferences, allowing to
demonstrate the insensitivity of the near-term climate policy to the risk aversion of a decision
maker. The critical aspects of IAMs, such as DICE, which limit the success of addressing
this risk, include: (i) discounting excludes long-term risks from welfare calculation, (ii)
the presence of exogenous technological development provokes delaying an action, and
(iii) disregarding socio-economic and technological inertia allows for a sudden increase in
emissions control in future. The bottom line is that low-probability high-impact nonlinear
risks in a distant future are currently underrepresented in climate policy. This Chapter is
written in cooperation with Michael Funke and Nicole Glanemann.
Chapter 2 deals with the threat of an increased frequency of extreme ISM-rainfall events –
extensive droughts and floods – under global warming and local aerosol pollution. While the
ISM rainfall is a crucial factor for India’s economic welfare, its future changes are dependent
upon both regional and global policy. This puts forward a question as to whether India can
prevent a projected increase in summer monsoon extremes. To tackle the question, a fully
coupled regional IAM is developed. The model extends the IAM by Ikefuji et al. [3], which is
based on the RICE model by Nordhaus and Yang [7], by explicitly representing inter-annual
ISM rainfall variability and accounting for drought- and flood-related damage costs for
India’s economy. The two scenarios are contrasted: cooperative, where Negishi-weighted
welfare is maximized, and non-cooperative, which is modelled through an open-loop Nash
equilibirum. Overall, the study finds significant evidence in favour of stringent environmental
policy in India. Yet, even joint global efforts may not be sufficient to fully eliminate the risk
of increased extremes as: (i) changes may already be locked in due to inertia in climate and
socio-economic systems, and (ii) the discrepancy in costs and benefits among regions give
rise to a conflict of interests. This Chapter is written in cooperation with Nicole Glanemann.
Chapter 3 elaborates on the relative importance of investments in adaptation and mitigation
in view of the risk of increased frequency of ISM-rainfall extremes. This study provides
a long-term context to decisions regarding India’s mitigation and adaptation efforts. In
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line with current literature, I find that the optimal policy mix includes both mitigation and
adaptation efforts. Also, I stress the particular importance of adaptation for regional welfare.
First, the effectiveness of mitigation is limited by the efforts of the rest of the world and
thereby some of the impacts are locked-in. Second, the benefits from adaptation are enjoyed
locally, irrespective of the actions of the other countries. Third, adaptation allows for stronger
mitigation efforts due to greater output available for investments.

Publications
Chapter 1 was submitted individually to a journal. The final version is available at Springer:
Mariia Belaia, Michael Funke and Nicole Glanemann (2017). Global Warming and a
Potential Tipping Point in the Atlantic Thermohaline Circulation: The Role of Risk Aversion. Environmental and Resource Economics, 67 (1), pp.93-125; http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/
s10640-015-9978-x.
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Chapter 1
Global Warming and a Potential Tipping
Point in the Atlantic Thermohaline
Circulation: The Role of Risk Aversion
1.1

Introduction

A stable climate system in the future is a valuable international public good. Like a stable
world financial system, its benefits are largely taken for granted until they are lost. National
authorities and international institutions are the guardians of this public good. Their responsibility is to implement climate policies that preserve it. The possibility of large-scale
climate risk in the distant future poses a particular challenge to climate policy assessment.
In this respect, special attention is paid to tipping points, which define abrupt and in some
cases even irreversible transitions in the state of a major component of the Earth (Lenton
et.al. [45]). An example of a tipping element is the Atlantic thermohaline circulation (THC),
which is responsible for about one-third of the global northward heat transport and thus an
important guarantor of the heat supply in the North Atlantic region (Ganachaud and Wunsch
[19] and Trenberth and Caron [75]). According to the IPCC [28], the ongoing warming of
the Atlantic is very likely to lead to a slowdown in the THC during the 21st century, which
raises concerns about a shutdown of the heat supply in the next century.1 Actions over a long
1 Long-run

predictions about the THC, however, involve tremendous uncertainties and the estimates of
future circulation strength are therefore somewhat speculative (Matei et al. [51]). As reviewed by Lenton
and Ciscar [44], the expert elicitation study by Kriegler et al. [39] and the IPCC [28] suggest that rather high
temperatures (>4 °C) are needed to push the THC towards collapse. However, these models are criticised for
being biased towards the stability of the THC dynamics (Drijfhout et al. [15] and Hofmann and Rahmstorf [26])
and observations indicate a higher vulnerability of the THC (Drijfhout et al. [15] and Hawkins et al. [25]). A
recent probabilistic assessment of different representative concentration pathways (RCPs) by Schleussner et al.
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period of time thus affect the likelihood of such a tipping point happening. Consequently,
climate policy assessment must be equipped with methods that adequately treat such long
periods of time and the involved risks.
Lately, most of the integrated assessment models (IAMs) used for climate policy recommendations have faced increasing criticism that they appear greatly to underestimate these
risks (e.g. Stern [69]). The main arguments put forward are, inter alia, that they do not
encompass sufficient modelling of the ubiquitous uncertainties involved (e.g. Pindyck [62]),
that the risks of climate catastrophes are not satisfactorily accounted for (e.g. Lenton and
Ciscar [44]), and that the climate damage functions are not reconcilable with current research on the impacts of climate change (e.g. Ackerman et al. [2] and Kopp et al. [37]).
Another main point of criticism is that the assumptions implicitly made by the commonly
used concept of intertemporally additive expected utility, such as the constant relative risk
aversion utility function (CRRA), provide a contorted representation of a decision maker’s
preferences. More precisely, the coefficient of relative risk aversion and the inverse of the
elasticity of intertemporal substitution are merged as one parameter. An increase in this
parameter could be attributed to a change in the preference of the time and interpreted as
greater aversion to a transfer of wealth from the present to the future. As a result, the social
discount rate also increases and policy is less concerned about climate change. The bias of
the concept, however, is caused when the decision maker becomes more risk averse. Then the
coefficient also increases, which, as already argued, leads to less abatement. Accordingly, the
application of such a utility concept leads to counterintuitive results concerning the role of
risk and risk aversion. By utilising a more realistic preference specification, this paper aims
to reexamine the optimal policy response to risk, in particular to the risk of a THC collapse,
and investigates the role of risk aversion in the stringency of the optimal policy response.
The limitations of the parsimonious and easily tractable intertemporally additive expected
utility functions were first identified in finance by demonstrating the ‘equity premium puzzle’
(Mehra and Prescott [55]). This puzzle illustrates the difficulties in explaining why the
rates on return are rather high in terms of equity and rather low in relation to risk-free
assets. Although it has not been possible to resolve this problem so far, possible explanations
for this puzzle could be provided and it has resulted in some fundamental concepts being
questioned.2 An intuitively appealing approach is pursued by the ‘generalized expected
utility’ concept proposed by Epstein and Zin [17, 18], and Kreps and Porteus [38], which
[67] shows that a significant slowdown of the THC is within the likely range, in particular for the unmitigated
climate change scenario.
2 For a recent survey see DeLong and Magin [12].
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allows a separate preference specification for risk and time in a recursive utility model. Since
then, the Epstein-Zin preferences have gained in importance and found many applications.
It is not the goal of this paper to give a literature review of these applications, but some
striking examples of the contribution of this concept should be mentioned. For instance, the
Epstein-Zin preferences are found to illuminate many patterns of asset pricing, especially
in the case of long-term risk (e.g. Bansal and Yaron [4]). An important contribution to
macroeconomics is exemplified by Tallarini [72], showing that the Epstein-Zin preferences
significantly increase the welfare costs of the business cycle by providing refined model
predictions for the asset market.
In climate economics, most of the IAMs, such as the famous DICE [58], FUND [74]
and PAGE [27], rely on the CRRA utility specification. The equivalent of the equity premium
puzzle given by a ‘negative risk premium on high climate change outcomes’ (Nordhaus
[58]) in DICE is attributed to the preference specification and to the absence of fat-tailed
uncertainty about climate catastrophes in the model (Kaufman [31]).3 Recent advances in
accounting for Epstein-Zin preferences and for fat-tailed risk indicate a significant understatement of the optimal emission reduction rates in DICE (e.g. Ackerman et al. [3], Cai et
al. [8], Crost and Traeger [11], Jensen and Traeger [30], Kaufman [31], Lemoine and Traeger
[42]). Of particular importance to this paper is the study by Ackerman et al. [3]. Ackerman
et al. [3] report the results generated by their ‘EZ-DICE’ model to be rather insensitive to
risk aversion and only to show meaningful effects owing to the intertemporal elasticity of
substitution. Ackerman et al. [3] capture climate risk by accounting for a fat-tailed climate
sensitivity distribution, where the decision maker knows that the true climate sensitivity value
will be disclosed in the year 2075. At this point in time, however, DICE allows for jumping
to 100% abatement at a relatively low cost, which can completely prevent temperatures from
escalating. Consequently, irrespective of the level of risk aversion, it is always beneficial to
respond to the risk only after the true state of nature is revealed and then to act accordingly.
A more realistic modelling of the abatement options and of the climate risks is surmised to
provide a stronger risk aversion effect (Ackerman et al. [3]). A strong effect is also supported
by the simple, albeit reduced-form, framework in Barro [5]. Our research tackles the question
‘Is risk aversion irrelevant to climate policy?’ raised by Ackerman et al. [3] and develops an
enhanced version of the EZ-DICE model that satisfies these features towards building a more
realistic modelling framework.
3 The

benchmark study by Weitzman [81] reveals that, as a result of plausible values of uncertain parameters,
the probability of extreme losses is much larger than predicted by, for instance, normal distribution. Particularly, as shown by Urban and Keller [78] for Atlantic meridional overturning circulation, the policy-relevant
projections are strongly linked to tail-area parameter estimates.
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In our model, uncertainty about climate sensitivity translates into uncertainty about a slowdown of the THC.4 We consider modelling climate risk in terms of the potential for a THC
collapse as particularly interesting because the dynamics involved lag behind the emission
of greenhouse gases by several decades and also, as mentioned above, because it exhibits
an abrupt transition to a complete shut-down. Accordingly, once the true climate sensitivity
value is identified, it may be too late to prevent with certainty the THC from collapsing. Risk
aversion may then play a more meaningful role for climate policy.
The literature incorporating a more or less refined representation of the THC dynamics
into an IAM is rich and may be categorised according to the representation of oceanographic
dynamics. The more refined representations are given by the two-box Stommel model (Stommel [71]) or extensions of the same e.g. the Simple Climate Demonstrator by Schneider and
Thompson [68] and a four-box model by Zickfeld et al. [86], in which the heat transport is
explicitly given. To our knowledge, none of the IAMs that are coupled with such a box model
account for the more realistic Epstein-Zin preferences. However, this strand of research
acknowledges the problem of accounting for a risky event in the far future. Mastrandrea
and Schneider [50] demonstrate the importance of choosing a more realistic discounting by
opting for hyperbolic discounting as otherwise the damages from a THC collapse vanish
from today’s welfare calculus. To avoid discounting the impacts altogether, other studies
(e.g. Zickfeld and Bruckner [83] and Zickfeld and Bruckner [84]) employ cost effectiveness
analysis in which only policies that (almost certainly) prevent the THC from collapsing are
permitted. At the other end of the spectrum, the idea of simplifying analysis is to ignore
transient dynamics and to derive a THC threshold representation on the basis of data from
other studies. On the one hand, this approach harbours the potential of neglecting some
of the internal feedback processes between the economy and the THC (Mastrandrea and
Schneider[33]). On the other hand, it saves significantly on computational costs and thus
offers the opportunity to easily expand the model in many ways. One example of such a
representation of the threat of a THC collapse is given by hazard rates (e.g. Lontzek et al.
[47] and Nal and Oppenheimer [60]). Lontzek et al. [47] calibrate this hazard rate on the
basis of elicitation studies by Kriegler et al. [39] and Zickfeld et al. [85]. Following this
idea, Cai et al. [8] adopt this simplistic concept to model (unspecified) tipping points and
4 It

must be noted, that while the simplified treatment of uncertainty serves the purpose of our study well, in
reality uncertainty about a potential THC collapse is likely not to be resolved even if the climate sensitivity value
is perfectly known. In fact, the projections of a THC collapse depend on many more uncertain parameters, some
of which are correlated. Accordingly, Urban and Keller [78] propose the concept that breaks important new
ground in risk analysis. The authors use the nonparametric Bayesian inversion approach to derive probabilistic
projections of a THC collapse by accounting for the tail areas of the parameter probability distributions and for
more observational constraints of relevance.
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can also account for Epstein-Zin preferences. Again, Epstein-Zin preferences are shown to
increase the stringency of optimal climate policy. Another example falling into this category
of modelling the THC threshold is derived by Keller et al. [34]. Using ocean model results by
Stocker and Schmittner [70], the authors derive a critical value of atmospheric CO2 concentration beyond which a THC collapse is irreversibly triggered. The clarity of this threshold
representation allows investigating complex research questions that address the interaction of
the threshold response with multifaceted and deep uncertainty and learning (Hall et al. [24],
Keller et al. [32], Lempert et al. [43], McInerney and Keller [53], McInerney et al. [54]).
Keller et al. [32] find that parameter uncertainty about the threshold-specific damages and the
CO2 level triggering a threshold may lead to a decrease in near-term abatement. Combining
the model by Keller et al. [32] with a stochastic global optimisation algorithm, Lempert et al.
[43] explore multiple equilibria generated by different policy paths. The identified equilibria
belong to abatement paths that are almost identical for the first hundred years and diverge
only later. This result thus suggests that the policy maker is not offered a set of alternative,
optimal near-term policy choices. McInerney and Keller [53] revisit the study by Keller et al.
[32] by accounting for uncertainty in four parameters crucial to the uncertain system response.
They show that an emissions reduction of 25% (relative to the business-as-usual scenario)
at the end of the century is optimal. This policy path is, however, not stringent enough to
significantly reduce the odds of a THC collapse – only a complete and fast decarbonisation
would. Just like our study, Hall et al. [24] and McInerney et al. [54] direct attention to the
expected utility maximisation with the CRRA utility function. However, different from our
study, they are concerned with the performance of this decision criterion in the face of deep
uncertainty because the abatement strategies implied lack robustness. They propose two
alternative decision criteria, based on the idea of minimising the worst-case performance
while maximising the expected CRRA utility, and prove them to be more robust. Our study is
thus not the first to explore solutions to the problems caused by relying on the CRRA utility
function in the context of a non-convex optimal growth problem with the THC. Yet, the role
of risk aversion has not been addressed in such a setting.
We believe that our research question on the role of risk aversion benefits from the more
precise modelling of the THC provided by the box models. Thus, we build a climate model
with geophysical microfoundations that then, as an emergent property, exhibits multiple
steady states and transition dynamics. As argued above, the explicitly modelled transition
dynamics and in particular the characteristic of the THC significantly lagging behind temperature evolution may play an important role in the effects of risk aversion and are thus better
modelled by a fully fledged box model.
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Coupling an EZ-DICE model with a dynamic THC model expands on previous work not
only by exploring the effects of risk aversion on near-term policy. It is also improves on the
existing optimal growth literature that incorporates THC box models by drawing on a utility
function that provides a clear and disentangled preference specification.
In a nutshell, our model is a fully coupled continuous-time EZ-THC-DICE model. More
precisely, it combines the continuous-time DICE version by Cai et al. [6] with the continuoustime four-box THC model by Zickfeld et al. [86]. As in Ackerman et al. [3], the ‘Epstein-Zin
policy maker’ needs to decide on an optimal policy path while facing a fat-tailed probability
distribution for the true climate sensitivity parameter. In the interest of comparability we also
adopt the assumption that uncertainty is resolved fully in the year 2075 and the policy path
can be adjusted. For this specific set-up, we aim to clarify whether the climate policy path
until 2075 is significantly affected by the risk of a THC collapse and, more importantly, by
the policy maker’s attitude towards this risk. A sensitivity analysis will clarify the extent
to which the results are affected by the calibration of important, uncertain parameters, e.g.
the damage costs caused by the critical weakening of the THC and the year of learning. We
also investigate how restrictions on the policy adjustment affect our results. Despite ever
advancing technology, ceasing to emit instantaneously might still be impossible in the middle
of the second half of the century. Apart from technological limitations, it is also conceivable
that policy inertia or inertia in the economic system will slow emission reduction efforts
down (Grübler et al. [21], Ha-Duong et al. [22], Lecocq et al. [41], Waisman et al. [80]).
The paper is structured as follows. Section 1.2 elucidates how the two models are coupled and provides detail about new and less well-known parts. Section 1.3 describes the
calibration of the model and presents the resulting simulations together with an analysis.
Section 1.4 draws conclusions based on the findings.

1.2

The Model

To represent the interaction between the economy, the climate, and the THC, we choose to
couple fully a version of the original DICE-2007 model (Nordhaus [58]) and the continuoustime four-box THC model by Zickfeld et al. [86]. To guarantee the consistency of the time
steps in the two sub-models, we choose to keep the continuous-time formulation of the
THC model and to adopt the continuous-time version of DICE-2007 (DICE-CJL) by Cai
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et al. [6].5 A rough illustration of our model is provided in Figure 1.1, which highlights
the changes to DICE-CJL and how the two models are coupled. DICE-CJL in itself links a
Ramsey-type optimal growth model of the global economy, which produces emissions, with a
simplified climate model, which describes the effect of the emissions on the increase in global
mean temperature ∆T . The THC model then takes the global mean temperature increase
∆T as input to generate an assessment concerning the strength of the THC overturning m.
This value discloses whether the THC is slowing down or whether it has already collapsed,
thus incurring additional climate damage costs. To account for these costs, we develop an
alternative formulation for the damage cost function that increases with global warming ∆T
and with a lower overturning strength m.

T

DICE-CJL
with
1) EZ utility function
2) damage cost function
in m and T

four-box ocean model
of the THC
m

Fig. 1.1 Illustration of the coupling of the modified DICE-CJL (with the EZ utility function
and an alternative damage cost function) with the THC model by Zickfeld et al. [86]. The
global mean temperature increase ∆T is used as input for the THC model, while the THC
model computes the overturning strength m. The new damage cost function comprises the
impacts of both ∆T and m
The remainder of this section explains in detail the parts of the model that are new or less
well known. As DICE is presumably the most frequently applied IAM in climate economics,
we avoid giving a detailed decription of DICE and instead proceed directly to explaining the
changes to this model. To ensure clarity, we also point out the most important equations in
the THC model.
The first alteration to DICE replaces the commonly used CRRA utility function
 1−γ
U(ct , lt ) =
5 The

ct
lt

1−γ

lt ,

(1.1)

most important modifications to DICE-2007 implemented by Cai et al. [6] involve recalibrations of
the parameters owing to the different time units. In addition, the atmospheric temperature response function is
adjusted to rule out warming being affected by future atmospheric carbon concentrations. Note that ‘continuous’
refers to a time-discretization of one-year time steps.
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where ct is the optimised consumption path over time and lt specifies the exogenously
evolving labour supply over time. The motivation for dismissing the CRRA utility function
can be explained by directing attention towards γ, which is referred to as the coefficient of
relative risk aversion. Through the calibration of γ the curvature of the utility is configured
and thereby the decision maker’s attitude towards risk. The larger this parameter, the more risk
averse the decision maker, who will refrain from gambling on uncertain outcomes. Assuming
a different attitude towards risk also affects the ‘Ramsey equation’ (Cass [9], Koopmans [36],
Ramsey [64]) in which γ also appears. This states that for optimal intertemporal allocation
the social discount rate r equals
r = δ + γg,
(1.2)
where δ is the rate of pure time preference and g is the rate of growth of per capita consumption. In this context, γ is referred to as the elasticity of the marginal utility of consumption or
the inverse of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. When assuming a more risk-averse
climate policy maker, γ increases, which leads to a more concave utility function in equation
(1.1) and a higher social discount rate r in equation (1.2). Consequently, future damage costs
receive less weight in the welfare assessment, leading to less concern about future risks.
The CRRA utility function thus cannot mirror concerns about risk without implying time
preferences. In doing so, only two preference specifications are allowed: less concern for the
future and greater concern for current risks or high concern for the future and less concern for
current risks. Disentangling time preferences and risk aversion is achieved by the recursive
utility function, provided by Epstein and Zin [17, 18], which derives utility at time t, Ut by
drawing on current consumption and the certainty equivalent of the utility in the future,


Ut = (1 − β )

 1−ψ
ct
lt

1−ψ

1
 1−ψ

 1−α  1−ψ
1−α 
lt + β Et Ut+1


,

(1.3)

where β is the discount factor for utility and relates to the rate of pure time preferences
by δ = 1−β
β . The expectation operator at time t is described by Et . The inverse of the
intertemporal elasticity of substitution is now given by ψ and α is the risk aversion parameter.
For ψ = α, equation (1.3) would collapse into a time separable specification as in equation
(1.1). However, Bansal and Yaron [4] point out that this case would be rather unrealistic.
The recursive structure of the Epstein-Zin utility specification causes great analytical and
computational costs. To compute current utility, not only current consumption but also the
expected value of the next period’s utility must be known. The next period’s utility, in turn,
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depends on the expected utility of the following period and so on. Therefore, current utility
requires computation of the full branching tree of all possible futures. The implementation of
equation (1.3) in IAMs has been accomplished by reducing complexity in one way or another:
(i) Crost and Traeger [11] opt to give a more stylised version of the climate dynamics to
transform the problem into a Bellman equation; (ii) Ha-Duong and Treich [23] and Kaufman
[31] reduce the number of branches by accounting for only a few periods; and (iii) Ackerman
et al. [3] thin out the tree by limiting the number of possible values for the uncertain parameter. We choose to follow closely the method used by Ackerman et al. [3] for two reasons.
Firstly, as our research addresses the research question posed by Ackerman et al [3], we will
ensure comparability of the results. Secondly, we consider this method rather advantageous
compared to the other approaches as it retains the long time horizon structure in climate
change decision problems. In addition, it allows us to implement additional dynamics given
by the THC and thus even to increase model complexity. Following Ackerman et al. [3], we
assume that five climate sensitivity values are possible candidates for being the true state of
nature. Each climate sensitivity value is assigned a different probability.6 We also adopt the
assumption that this uncertainty persists until the middle of the second half of the century.
The decision maker is required to decide on one policy path factoring in the uncertainty
concerning all five climate sensitivity values. In 2075, uncertainty is fully resolved and the
policy maker is then allowed to adjust policy accordingly.7
This design makes it possible to consider a tree that exhibits one branch until 2075, which
goes out only once into five branches. The Epstein-Zin utility function for the first branch
draws on current consumption and on the expected value of the utility after 2075. The
expected value comprises the five different utilities that relate to the realisation of one of the
possible ‘worlds’ or branches. These five utility functions are deterministic and reflect the
present value over the remaining time. The recursive structure of the problem is therefore
only given for the time until 2075. This simplified and stylised representation of uncertainty
6 The

next section describes in detail how these values and their probabilities are derived.
that it is not within the scope of this paper to explore the learning process itself. The assumptions
regarding the learning process are made for the mere reason to keep the analysis tractable and to limit computational costs. In reality, learning about climate sensitivity will most likely happen gradually as observations
of the temperature evolution and/or research findings provide more information. For an overview of studies
assessing the learning time-scales and for a recent approach to exploring them, see Urban et al. [76]. Ackerman
et al. [3] have chosen learning to take place in a meaningful time interval: the period of uncertainty must be
long enough to rule out the dominance of the wait-and-see strategy and short enough to grant learning and
particularly acting after learning some importance. Indeed, this way of modelling learning is not uncommon in
the literature (e.g. Hall et al. [24], Iverson and Perrings [29], McInerney et al. [54], Neubersch et al. [57]). In
the next section, we shall undertake a robustness analysis to test for the sensitivity of our results. For further
information on learning about a threshold in the THC, see Keller and McInerney [33]. For a general survey of
learning-related questions, see O’Neill et al. [61].
7 Note
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allows us to expand the IAM used by Ackerman et al. [3] and also to account for a detailed
representation of the THC.
The conceptual four-box model we implement is designed to reproduce key processes
such as the possibility of a sudden collapse and the driving mechanisms of the overturning.
Figure 1.2 provides a schematic representation of the model. The Atlantic is partitioned into
the South Atlantic (box 1), the North Atlantic (box 2), and the Tropics (box 3 stands for the
ocean surface and box 4 is associated with the deep ocean). The bold arrows indicate the
direction of water circulation, which is determined by global density gradients generated
by surface heat and freshwater fluxes. In the South Atlantic, the water is warmed and flows
northward, where it cools en route, sinks down, and then flows back towards the South, where
it warms again. The double arrows depict the heat exchange with the atmosphere in the
different regions. In particular, the double arrow above box 2 describes the warmth provided
by the THC to the North Atlantic region. The temperatures Ti∗ , i ∈ {1, 2, 3} are referred to
as the ‘restoring temperatures’. The curved arrows hint at the atmospheric water vapour
transport F1 and F2 determining the degree of salinity in the surface boxes. The third curved
arrow, which is not connected to any of the other boxes, indicates an additional freshwater
flux F2MW provided by the meltwater runoff from the Greenland ice sheet and the meltwater
from the Arctic sea ice.
F2MW
F1

T*1

F2

T*3

T*2

3

1
South Atlantic

2

4

North Atlantic

Tropics

Fig. 1.2 Schematic representation of the THC box model
The global mean temperature ∆T provided by DICE affects the THC model through two
channels. The global temperature increase can be scaled to derive the regional restoring
temperatures:
∆Ti∗ (t) = pi ∆T (t),

i ∈ {1, 2, 3} ,

(1.4)
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where pi are regional temperature constants. In addition, the freshwater forcing evolves
according to ∆T :
∆F1 (t) = h1 pSH ∆T (t),

(1.5)

MW

∆F2tot = ∆F2 (t) + ∆F2MW (t) = h2 + h2

pNH ∆T (t) ≡ htot
2 pNH ∆T (t),

(1.6)

where pSH and pNH are temperature constants for the Southern and Northern Hemispheres,
respectively, and h1 , h2 , and hMW
are hydrological sensitivity parameters. We define htot
2 as
2
MW
the sum of the two hydrological sensitivity parameters h2 and h2 .
Water temperature Ti , i ∈ {1, . . . , 4} in the boxes is influenced by the restoring temperatures Ti∗ and the temperature of the water that flows into the box i, as indicated by the bold
arrows in Figure 1.2. More specifically,
m
(T4 − T1 ) + λ1 (T1∗ − T1 ) ,
V1
m
Ṫ2 = (T3 − T2 ) + λ2 (T2∗ − T2 ) ,
V2
m
Ṫ3 = (T1 − T3 ) + λ3 (T3∗ − T3 ) ,
V3
m
Ṫ4 = (T2 − T4 ) ,
V4
Ṫ1 =

(1.7)
(1.8)
(1.9)
(1.10)

where Vi are the box volumes, λi thermal coupling constants and m the above-mentioned
meridional volume transport. The dot over the variable is used to denote the time derivative.
The salinity levels in the boxes SiT HC , i ∈ {1, . . . , 4} are determined by the freshwater fluxes
F1 and F2tot and the salinity level of the water flowing into the box i.
 S F
m  T HC
0 1
S4 − S1T HC +
,
V1
V1
 S F tot
m  T HC
0 2
T HC
T HC
Ṡ2 =
S3 − S2
+
,
V2
V2

 S F − F tot 
m
0 1
2
Ṡ3T HC =
S1T HC − S3T HC +
,
V3
V3

m  T HC
Ṡ4T HC =
S2 − S4T HC ,
V4

Ṡ1T HC =

where F1 and F2tot are multiplied by S0 for conversion to a salt flux.

(1.11)
(1.12)
(1.13)
(1.14)
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The meridional volume transport m evolves according to the north-south temperature gradient
and salinity gradient:
 


T HC
T HC
m(t) = k β S2 (t) − S1 (t) − ζ (T2 (t) − T1 (t)) ,

(1.15)

where ζ and β are thermal and haline expansion coefficients and k is a hydraulic constant.
Note that the system of differential equations (1.7)–(1.14) is non-linear, because m also
depends on temperature and salinity.
All parameters of the THC model, which is here presented in a condensed form, are derived
by Zickfeld et al. [86] from simulations with an Earth-system model of intermediate complexity.
The variable that the THC model hands over to DICE, the meridonial volume transport
m, is an essential part of the new climate damage function. In this model, the damage cost
function consists of two parts: the first part relates to the (non-catastrophic) damages caused
by global warming and the second and new part refers to the costs incurred by a substantial
slowdown of the THC. For the first part, we adopt the same quadratic functional form as in
DICE. Note that the commonly used cost function in DICE only encapsulates the impacts
by increasing temperatures, but it is also specified to capture all resulting losses comprising
those of the non-catastrophic and the catastrophic impacts. As our model framework already
accounts for one of these catastrophes explicitly, we choose to recalibrate the damage function in DICE according to the non-catastrophic damage estimates given by Cline [10]. After
employing a two-point fit to these estimates, we obtain the following damage cost function:
D (∆T, m) = 0.000976(∆T )2 + fT HC (m)

(1.16)

as a fraction of global GDP, where fT HC (m) refers to the yet unspecified damage cost function of a slowdown in the THC.
As with all climate damage functions, developing fT HC (m) is a challenging task, leaving us no other option but to adopt some stylised assumptions. Firstly, we refrain from
postulating that only a collapse would incur costs. In fact, Link and Tol [46] demonstrate
rather similar costs for a circulation that has ‘strongly weakened’. Secondly, we assume
that the cost development exhibits some sudden increase, as it is sometimes assumed for
abrupt climate change processes crossing some threshold (e.g. see Nordhaus [59]). Thirdly,
we presume that this sudden increase in the damage costs occurs in the proximity of a
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significant slowdown, in a point we denote as mcrit . A specification complying with the
above description is the following ‘sharp’ logistic function:
fT HC (m) =


dm  π
+ ArcTan[100(mcrit + 0.5 − m)]
π 2

(1.17)

where π is the mathematical constant ≈ 3.14159. Figure 1.3 illustrates this specific function
for the yet to be calibrated values dm and mcrit . Duly noted, it is critical to find good estimates
for mcrit and for dm . How we choose to calibrate these values is explained in the next section.
Damage Costs
(fraction of global GDP)
dm

m crit

m
m
Overturning strength,,m

Fig. 1.3 The damage cost function fT HC (m) for mcrit and dm .
As the weakening of the THC not only depends on temperature levels but also on the rate of
temperature change, the climate damage cost function in equation (1.17) is also determined
by the rate of climate change, which is not captured by the commonly used damage function
in DICE-2007 and DICE-CJL.8
As the analytical solution is not available for this welfare optimisation problem, the solution is numerically approximated using the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS,
McCarl [52]). Please refer to the Appendix 1.B for further information.
In the next section, we turn to investigate this model and its implications concerning the
decision maker’s risk preferences.
8 Of

course, there are also other extensions of the DICE model that replace the original damage function by
a rate-dependent version, for example Goes et al. [20].
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Numerical Simulation

Before investigating the simulations of the model described above, we direct special attention
to the calibration of some crucial parameters. Firstly, we specify the exact nature of the
modelled uncertainty concerning the climate sensitivity value. We proceed with giving details
of how we calibrate equation (1.17), which describes the damage costs of a THC weakening.
Moreover we specify how the value of the North Atlantic hydrological sensitivity, htot
2 , is
chosen. Afterwards, we explain our choices for the rate of pure time preference and the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. After providing a thorough analysis of the baseline case
and a comprehensive sensitivity analysis, we direct our attention to the effects of not having
unlimited abatement options. Further information is provided in the Appendix. Appendix 1
A tests whether our model can reproduce the simulations undertaken by Ackerman et al. [3]
and shows the differences between these models. Appendix 1 B discusses the caveats of the
numerical solution of the problem. Appendix 1 C summarises the entire calibration.
The five possible states of nature are given by a selection of climate sensitivity values
and their associated probabilities. Figure 1.4 illustrates the proposal of Ackerman et al. [3]
for how these values can be derived. Assuming the probability distribution function (PDF)
given by Roe and Baker [66], they partition the cumulative distribution function (CDF) into
five unequal intervals spanning 50, 40, 5, 3, and 2 per cent of the whole interval, respectively.
The five states of nature are then derived by taking the midpoints of these intervals as the
percentiles of the distribution. For instance, the midpoint of the 50 per cent interval is 25 per
cent, the 25th percentile climate sensitivity value is 2.43. The probability of 2.43 being the
true state of nature is then assumed to be given by the length of the interval, i.e. 50 per cent.
Taking everything together, the following climate sensitivity values evolve as the possible
states of nature S with a probability p: S1 = 2.43, p1 = 0.5; S2 = 3.76, p2 = 0.4; S3 = 6.05,
p3 = 0.05; S4 = 8.2, p4 = 0.03; S5 = 16.15, p5 = 0.02.
The assessments of the potential costs, dm , are an area of active research and mainly include
changes in regional temperatures and in precipitation patterns, a reduced carbon uptake in the
Atlantic, and a rise in sea level. However, they ignore several other possible impacts, such as
a deterioration of food quality (Kuhlbrodt et al. [40] and Zickfeld et al. [85]). Furthermore,
only few monetised estimates are available in the literature. Only accounting for the effects
on regional temperatures, Tol [73] finds that the losses may range from 0 to 3 per cent
of global GDP. More recently, however, Link and Tol [46] provide an estimate of 0.5 per
cent of global GDP. The partial coverage of the impacts may systematically underestimate
the actual costs. Accordingly, significantly higher cost estimates cannot be ruled out due
to further consequences such as strain resulting from geopolitical tensions (Mastrandrea
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Fig. 1.4 Partitioning of the probability distribution for climate sensitivity
and Schneider [50]). On the basis of these studies, we consider a baseline calibration of
dm = 0.03 a reasonable choice and test the sensitivity of the results with respect to dm being
0.015 and 0.045 later on.
The damage costs are often assumed to diverge from zero as the circulation shuts down
altogether i.e. mcrit = 0 (e.g. e.g. Keller et al [32] and McInerney et al. [54]). However,
as mentioned in section 3.2, we postulate that a significant slowdown is sufficient to cause
costs, thus mcrit > 0. The exact calibration of mcrit is not clear, though. Simulations using
the FUND model in Link and Tol [46] indicate that the point of such a strong weakening
inducing significant costs might be about half of today’s value of the overturning strength,
which corresponds to 22.6 Sv in our model. As assessments of such a critical weakening
are sparse, we may also consult some tipping point estimates. Although mcrit and a tipping
point cannot be considered to be the same, this estimate might give us a better sense of a
range of values that signify a strong weakening. Using the four-box model, Zickfeld and
Bruckner (2003) and Zickfeld et al. (2004) provide an assessment of a critical flow strength
that is less than half of today’s value. More specifically, Zickfeld and Bruckner (2003) and
Zickfeld et al. (2004) also account for transient effects and conclude that 10 Sv is a good
estimate when accounting for a reasonable range of crucial parameter values. Motivated by
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the aforementioned studies, we adopt this value for mcrit . Note that although the choice of
calibrating mcrit is inter alia based on an estimate of the bifurcation point, the model does
not equate the tipping point with the point at which the damage costs diverge considerably
from zero. The bifurcation point is determined endogenously by the model, while mcrit is
exogenously imposed. In other words, this choice does not imply that crossing mcrit would
lead to a collapse in the model. It is simply assumed that crossing mcrit signifies a slowdown
that is sufficient to cause costs. Dependent on the rate of temperature change and on the value
of hydrological sensitivity, it could be the case that the THC reaches a point at which costs
are incurred but the bifurcation point has not been transgressed. At such a point it cannot
be ruled out that the THC recovers after some time and the associated damage costs fall. If,
in contrast, the system is tipped, the THC damage costs might add up to a magnitude that
influences policy. Yet, it goes without saying that the uncertainty involved in calibrating mcrit
must be addressed by a sensitivity analysis, as provided in Appendix 1 D.9
The North Atlantic hydrological sensitivity, htot
2 , is one of the factors that determines the
magnitude of the changes in m. As explained by equation (1.6), the hydrological sensitivity
htot
2 measures the additional increase in freshwater for a warming of one degree Celsius, including the meltwater runoff from the Greenland ice sheet and the meltwater from the Arctic
sea ice. The quantification of htot
2 involves great uncertainties as it rests on largely differing
estimates of evaporation, precipitation, river runoff, and meltwater volumes (Rahmstorf and
Ganopolski [63] and Zickfeld et al. [86]). The identified estimates for h2 range from 0.01 Sv
°C−1 to 0.053 Sv °C−1 (Manabe and Stouffer [48] and Zickfeld et al. [86]). The contribution
of the Greenland ice sheet to hMW
is found to be between 0.002 Sv °C−1 and 0.01 Sv °C−1
2
and the melting of the sea ice adds approximately 0.0125 Sv °C−1 (Zickfeld [86]). Taking
all these estimates into account, we choose to set h2 to 0.03 Sv °C−1 and hMW
to 0.0225 Sv
2
−1
°C−1 , adding up to htot
2 at 0.0525 Sv °C . With the diverging estimates in mind, Zickfeld
et al. [86] also test the THC dynamics for alternative values ranging from 0.013 Sv °C−1
up to 0.06 Sv °C−1 . They find significant differences in the evolution of the overturning
strength and thereby illustrate the key role of the uncertainty regarding htot
2 in the predictions.
tot
Consequently, we also allow for alternative values being h2 = 0.04 and htot
2 = 0.06.
The question of how to calibrate the parameters in the Epstein-Zin utility specification
in the context of a climate policy decision remains unanswered. To our knowledge, there is
no study that convincingly attempts to evaluate these values for this specific decision. It is
9 These

simulations show that the result with respect to the effect of risk aversion is robust to alternative
choices for mcrit .
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neither clear how to obtain corresponding data nor which market is subject to a similar multitude of risks and could thus serve to provide helpful evidence for a reasonable calibration.
One approach, which is also followed by Ackerman et al. [3], is to take the parametrisation
from the studies of Bansal and Yaron [4] and Vissing-Jrgensen and Attanasio [79], which
estimate the intertemporal elasticity of substitution (IES) at 1.5 and the coefficient of relative
risk aversion at 9.5 to 10 for financial markets. We borrow these values for our study as well.
Later on, the sensitivity with respect to the IES parameter is examined by implementing the
value of 2.
To evaluate the effects of risk aversion on near-term policy, we compare the results for
two specifications of the risk aversion parameter α. The first, with α being 2, describes
a mildly risk-averse policy maker. The alternative specification of α = 10 is – as already
mentioned – taken from the above-mentioned studies. The comparison of the resulting policy
scenarios gives evidence of the sensitivity of the results with respect to the degree of risk
aversion.
All figures in what follows provide this comparison by contrasting the results for the optimal
emission control path and the implied dynamics of the THC. The simulations shown at the
top of each figure rest on the underlying assumption of α being 2, while those at the bottom
result from α being 10. The general idea behind the graphs on the left (i.e. all graphs (a)
and (c)) displaying the optimal reduction policy is as follows. As described in section 3.2,
the policy maker decides on one policy path until 2075, the year in which the true climate
sensitivity value is revealed. This policy path factors in all possible climate sensitivity values
and their associated probabilities. Depending on which value is disclosed, the policy maker
chooses one of the five policy paths for the time afterwards. The consequences for the
overturning strength, illustrated for all five climate sensitivity values, are presented by the
graphs on the right-hand side (i.e. Figures (b) and (d)). The dashed horizontal line in these
figures indicates the critical value of the overturning strength, mcrit = 10 Sv, below which
the THC related damage costs are incurred as described by equation (1.17).
The simulations in Figure 1.5 are obtained by employing the baseline calibration. Figure 1.5a
shows that it is optimal to start with an emission control rate of 24.00 per cent and gradually
to increase efforts up to 40.44 per cent in 2075. If a climate sensitivity value of S1 = 2.43 is
disclosed, it is optimal to maintain this control rate for several more decades. For all other
values, efforts have to be increased – the more so the higher this value turns out to be. In the
case of S5 , this would even imply a sudden jump to the control rate of 94.16 per cent. Yet,
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Fig. 1.5 Comparison of the effects of alternative assumptions concerning risk aversion: α = 2
(top) and α = 10 (bottom)
these massive but late efforts in S5 cannot prevent critical weakening, which occurs when
crossing the dashed line at 10 Sv. Accordingly, we may note the following. Apparently, it is
not optimal to increase near-term abatement to avoid a collapse in S5 . A possible explanation
may be that the probability of being in state 5 is too small to exert a significant effect on
near-term policy. Although in 2075 it is too late to prevent the THC collapse, increased
efforts may be justified in view of the non-catastrophic damage costs (i.e. the first term in
equation (1.16)). Furthermore, these efforts may help to delay the collapse. In all other states,
late policy efforts succeed in safeguarding the THC. Hence, the policy maker has enough
time to wait until 2075. Then, the policy maker can adjust policy and can prevent shut-down
in the more likely states. Interestingly, the late policy efforts in S4 are even more intense
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than in S5 . To understand this result, we forced the control rate in S5 to jump to 100 per cent
after learning. This simple test revealed that the collapse in S5 can only be delayed but not
prevented by these late efforts. In this situation, optimal policy after 2075 is about weighing
the costs against the benefits of postponing the collapse. In contrast, in S4 emission control is
capable of preventing the critical weakening. Consequently, the differences in the benefits of
emission control give the reason for a higher control rate in S4 than in S5 .
The optimal policy for a more risk-averse decision maker is presented in Figure 1.5c. It is
striking that this policy path is highly similar to that described before for a mildly risk-averse
decision maker. The critical weakening in S5 occurs almost at the same time. Hence, the
assumption of higher risk aversion neither changes the near-term policy in a qualitatively
meaningful way nor does it affect the THC dynamics to any great extent. We may draw
the conclusion that an even more risk-averse policy does not rate the possible, albeit not
very likely, detrimental impacts of S5 as sufficiently high to make more decisive efforts in
the near term. Next, we explore the sensitivity of this result with respect to a change in
some key parameters. Table 1.1 summarises the variations in the parameters described above.
Table 1.1 Sensitivity runs

Model Run
Baseline
Lower h2

htotal
2
0.0525
0.04

Higher h2

dm in %
3.0
3.0

IES
1.5
1.5

Year of Learning
2075
2075

Figure
1.5
1.6

0.06

3.0

1.5

2075

1.7

Lower dm

0.0525

1.5

1.5

2075

1.8

Higher dm

0.0525

4.5

1.5

2075

1.9

Higher IES

0.0525

3.0

2

2075

1.10

Early Learning

0.0525

3.0

1.5

2050

1.11

Late Learning

0.0525

3.0

1.5

2100

1.12

The effects of a lower hydrological sensitivity, htot
2 , are demonstrated in Figure 1.6. A
tot
lower h2 value means a smaller freshwater input per degree of warming, which translates
into a reduced rate of weakening. Accordingly, compared to Figure 1.5a, Figure 1.6a exhibits
a lower control rate of 34.02 per cent in 2075. The curves illustrating the policy response
after 2075 also indicate less stringent efforts. Only in S5 does the control jump to a higher
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rate, this being 100 per cent. A possible reason is that compared to the baseline case, it
proves easier to delay the collapse even further. In total, the shut-down occurs almost 50
years later in Figure 1.6b than in Figure 1.5b. A higher risk aversion again appears to be
of subordinate importance for near-term policy. In Figure 1.6c, the control rate in 2075 is
only 0.17 percentage points higher than in Figure 1.6a. In addition, this policy does not
have a visible effect on the THC dynamics. This result makes sense, as a lower hydrological
sensitivity makes the THC dynamics more stable and thus the risk of a possible collapse
smaller. This offers even more leeway to postpone decisive action.
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Fig. 1.6 Sensitivity of the results with respect to a lower hydrological sensitivity value i.e.
htotal
= 0.04
2
The accelerated weakening of the THC caused by a higher hydrological sensitivity, htot
2 , is
counteracted by more abatement in the near term, as demonstrated in Figure 1.7a. In all
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considered states S1 –S5 , the risk of a collapse increases and thus requires that more emission
reduction to be undertaken. Having implemented this high control rate, the policy maker
does not have to adjust the abatement policy for many decades if S1 turns out to be true. Even
in S2 this rate is maintained for some time. As in Figure 1.5, there are higher efforts in S4
than in S5 . Although the higher htot
2 leads to a critical weakening in S4 and S5 , it is reasonable
to cut emissions sooner after learning in S4 . The reason is shown in Figure 1.7b. Emission
reduction helps the THC to recover after some time in S4 , while in S5 it will irreversibly
collapse. Although the risk of a complete shutdown is more pronounced in this scenario,
higher risk aversion does not lead to greater near-term efforts. Consequently, the probability
of S4 or S5 turning out to be true is too low to affect policy until 2075. For all other states,
the policy maker has all means to react in time and to prevent the critical weakening. Hence,
risk aversion does not lead to qualitatively different results.
Figure 1.8a illustrates how policy changes if the damages from a critical weakening of a
THC are less severe. It is not surprising that policy until 2075 is a little less stringent than
illustrated in Figure 1.5a. Although damages are lower, efforts are increased after 2075 and
in four of the five cases the irreversible collapse can be prevented. In S4 the THC weakens
critically but soon recovers. As shown in Figure 1.8c, risk aversion has some, albeit small,
effect on near-term policy. The increased efforts prevent S4 from slowing down beyond 10 Sv.
Next we explore the implications of a higher THC-specific damage cost case as depicted
in Figure 1.9. Intuitively, the optimal control must be at least as strong as that in the baseline case. In Figure 1.5a, the decision maker successfully reduces the risk of the potential
breakdown and prevents the strong weakening in the states of nature S1 –S4 , while taking
the risk of the critical weakening in the low probability state S5 . Consequently, the optimal
abatement trajectory in the near term is virtually the same as in Figure 1.5a. Yet, in state S5
higher damage costs imply a more stringent policy after learning of 2.28 percentage points.
As a result, 96.64 per cent of emissions are under control by the year 2076. To reduce the
long-term risk further is not economically justified and thus higher risk aversion does not
have a significant effect.
The effects of an increase in the intertemporal elasticity of substitution are demonstrated in
Figure 1.10. As expected, a higher IES leads to stronger abatement efforts in the near term
(cf. Figure 1.10a with Figure 1.5a). Under higher risk aversion, the control rate is almost the
same. As before, the collapse is only prevented in the more likely states, S1 –S4 . Although a
lower discount rate does not alter the implied THC dynamics significantly, it has an effect on
the policy path because the future damages are discounted to a lesser extent.
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Fig. 1.7 Sensitivity of the results with respect to a higher hydrological sensitivity value, i.e.
htotal
= 0.06
2
The next two simulations are devoted to the appraisal of how the assumption on the year of
learning influences the results. Urban et al. [76] compare major studies on learning about
climate sensitivity and single out Ring and Schlesinger [65], who find, compared to other
studies, a relatively quick learning process that resolves uncertainty by 2050. This early
learning scenario is depicted in Figure 1.11. It is interesting to see that the opportunity to
implement a perfectly tailored solution rather early in time does not significantly alter the
outcome for the THC dynamics. Comparing Figure 1.11b with Figure 1.5b shows that the
critical weakening in S5 occurs almost at the same time. The early stringent efforts in S5
as described by Figure 1.11a only help to delay total collapse by approximately 50 years.
Owing to the knowledge of early learning, the level of risk aversion is expected to have even
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Fig. 1.8 Sensitivity of the results with respect to lower damage costs caused by a critical
weakening of a THC, i.e. dm = 0.015
less effect than in the baseline case. As indicated by Figure 1.11c, a higher level of risk
aversion increases the abatement efforts until 2050 only negligibly. Risk aversion only has
an effect on policy after learning if the worst case, S5 , turns out to be true.
Other studies indicate that perfect learning may take substantially longer. Kelly and Kolstad
[35] estimate a learning time of 90–160 years, assuming that learning equals an almost 100
per cent resolution of uncertainty. Urban et al. [76] find that uncertainty can be substantially
reduced by 2100 with a (for policy making negligible) 0.1–0.5°C imprecision of the estimates.10 This year of learning is assumed for the simulation shown in Figure 1.12. Figure
10 Urban

et al. [76] report faster learning rates for lower climate sensitivities than for higher values and
explain this by faster ocean response times.
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Fig. 1.9 Sensitivity of the results with respect to higher damage costs caused by a critical
weakening of a THC, i.e. dm = 0.045
1.12b demonstrates that the THC weakens strongly in state S4 , but does recover after several
decades. The implementation of abruptly increased efforts after 2100 is not timely enough as
the collapse in S5 and the extreme weakening in S4 are already locked in. This is evidence
of how limited the strategy to react after learning can be, as it may increase the likelihood
of tipping points. It also emphasises the importance of early learning. Interestingly, a more
risk-averse policy maker increases the near-term efforts only slightly. The reason for this is
that the two states, S4 and S5 , are only weighted by 5 per cent in the welfare optimisation
calculus. The simulation gives evidence that this probability is too small to have a significant
impact on decision making towards longer term impacts.
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Fig. 1.10 Sensitivity of the results with respect to a higher IES of 2%
Note that in the first set of simulations (Figures 1.5–1.12), no restrictions for the maximum change in the annual emission reduction rate are assumed. The policy maker can
instantaneously raise the emission reduction rate up to 100 per cent if needed. However, the
assumption that the technology to stop emitting immediately after 2075 will be available may
be criticised as a naïve faith in technology. What happens to policy and to the implications
in relation to risk aversion if the abatement options are more restrictive than in the original
DICE model? In the remainder of this section, we examine how limits on the speed of policy
adjustment affect near-term optimal policy. This is expressed by an additional constraint in
the model:
µ(t + 1) ≤ µ(t) + l,

(1.18)
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Fig. 1.11 Sensitivity of the results with respect to learning early, i.e. in 2050
where µ is the emissions-reduction rate and l the maximum allowable annual increase in
abatement as a fraction of global emissions under control. In the literature, the major constraints are identified as limits in technological progress, policy inertia, or inertia in the
economic system (Grübler et al. [21], Ha-Duong et al. [22], Lecocq et al. [41], Waisman
et al. [80]). An assessment of mitigation scenarios suggests the maximum plausible annual
decarbonisation rate to be around 2.8 per cent (den Elzen et al. [13]). Taking into account
technological inertia, but ignoring social inertia, the model IMAGE/TIMER provides an
estimate of 3–4 per cent per year and 4–5 per cent per year when bioenergy and carbon
storage is additionally accounted for (den Elzen et al. [13]). In the following simulation
(Figure 1.13), we assume the most pessimistic estimates of these, i.e. l = 0.028. The line
µmax (t) in Figures 1.13a and 1.13c indicates the ‘maximum possible abatement effort’, which
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Fig. 1.12 Sensitivity of the results with respect to learning later, i.e. in 2100
corresponds to an annual increase in abatement of l. As expected, the abatement efforts are
limited by inertia in the very beginning, which is then compensated for by greater efforts by
2075 compared to the no-inertia case in Figure 1.5. These efforts constitute 45.55 per cent by
2075. These efforts are, however, not sufficient to prevent the THC from collapsing if state
S4 or S5 turns out to be true. Higher abatement efforts are undertaken by the more risk-averse
policy maker as illustrated by Figure 1.13c. More specifically, compared to Figure 1.13a,
this level of risk aversion leads to an increase in abatement efforts of almost 7 percentage
points by 2075. As a result, the more risk-averse policy maker manages to prevent the THC
collapse in S4 .
The next simulation illustrates a thought experiment in which we assume inertia to be
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Fig. 1.13 Sensitivity of the results with respect to limited abatement options, i.e. l = 0.028
less restrictive. More specifically, we assume the maximum allowable annual increase in
abatement l to be 0.25. This number is certainly too high for the very near term, but might
be conceivable later on when backstop technologies substitute for our present abatement
options. Owing to uncertainty about future abatement options, we present this simulation
as an optimistic antipode to Figure 1.13. This may provide us with an impression of how
different expectations about future inertia in abatement lead to different policy strategies
and thus different effects of risk aversion. Compared to Figure 1.5, Figure 1.14 shows only
negligible differences in the optimal control rates and the THC dynamics exhibit the same
qualitative behaviour. We may conclude that risk aversion has some effect when inertia
is assumed, in particular if inertia implies very restrictive abatement options. However,
less restrictive limitations in the future are conceivable, especially if new technologies are
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available. For future research, it would thus be worthwhile to improve on the representation
of inertia in the model and to account for uncertainty in future abatement options.11 This
would allow investigating how risk aversion is affected by this multi-faceted uncertainty.
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Fig. 1.14 Sensitivity of the results with respect to limited abatement options, i.e. l = 0.25

1.4

Conclusion

In the most common IAMs, higher risk aversion does not imply stronger optimal climate
policy efforts in the next few decades. This result appears counterintuitive as in particular
11 A

possible approach for a more refined modelling of inertia is to implement quadratic adjustment costs in
the costs function. See Ha-Duong et al. [22] for implementation in an IAM and see Dixit and Pindyck [14] for
application in real option models tackling general questions of investment under uncertainty.
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looming climate catastrophes pose one of the greatest threats of climate change. Accordingly, optimal policy should be susceptible to differing concerns regarding these risks. One
cause of this problem is the assumption of the CRRA utility specification, as it leads to an
interwoven representation of the decision maker’s preferences for time and risk. However, as
demonstrated by Ackerman et al. [3], the puzzle is not solved by replacing the CRRA utility
with a specification that disentangles these preferences, as shown by the Epstein-Zin utility
specification. The reasons that have been conjectured by Ackerman et al. [3], draw upon the
model’s strong assumptions on abatement and the insufficient representation of catastrophic
risk. These assumptions imply that the policy maker has the means at his or her disposal
to avoid a meaningful part of the risk after learning, rendering risk aversion irrelevant for
near-term climate policies.
To advance the investigation of this puzzle, we fully couple a version similar to the EpsteinZin-DICE model employed by Ackerman et al. [3] with a dynamic model of the Atlantic
thermohaline circulation. The dynamic model of the THC overturning strength promises a
more refined representation of climate change risk.
Despite the model extension, the sensitivity of the optimal near-term policy with respect to
risk aversion is qualitatively similar to the results obtained by Ackerman et al. [3]. However,
in contrast to Ackerman et al. [3], the extended model allows us to monitor the response
of a specific climate system at risk. As a result, we can infer how the associated risk of its
vulnerability evolves. Hence, we can pinpoint the characteristics of this specific risk element
that may lead to the insensitivity result.
Consistent with Ackerman et al. [3], we recognise that risk aversion is of little importance if the policy maker is assumed to have all means at his or her disposal to adjust
emission control instantaneously to the desired rate after learning. Late but fine-tuned efforts
suffice to prevent the THC from collapsing in the more likely climate sensitivity values. The
risk that could influence near-term optimal policy is only caused by a very high and unlikely
climate sensitivity value. In this value the near-term optimal policy efforts by a mildly riskaverse decision maker are too late to prevent the THC from shutting down. The simulations,
however, prove that even a more risk-averse policy maker does not place much more importance on the risk associated with this value and near-term abatement is only slightly increased.
A thorough sensitivity analysis shows that this result for risk aversion is highly robust
to a wide choice of values within reasonable ranges. Even if learning occurs very late, risk
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aversion does not increase policy efforts significantly and it does not help prevent the THC
from collapsing in a further high climate sensitivity value.
Finally, we direct attention to the reasons for the small effect of risk aversion. For the
likely climate sensitivity values, this tipping point is rather distant in the future, which allows
late action. Moreover, as indicated by the sensitivity analysis, the ramifications caused by a
collapse are great but not great enough to justify taking precautionary measures to reduce the
risk in the unlikely states that would put too high a burden on the economy. Additionally,
it is assumed that there is no inertia limiting the abatement options. In sum, there are four
reasons for the small effect of risk aversion in this fully coupled extended DICE model: the
long period until the risk materialises, the relatively low costs incurred by a weakening, the
low probability associated with the risk, and the optimistic assumptions with respect to the
abatement options.
With respect to the last mentioned point, we also provide simulations in which risk aversion
has some effect when inertia restricts abatement options significantly. In this case, a higher
concern for risk implies higher abatement efforts that succeed in safeguarding the THC for
more climate sensitivity values. However, the extent to which inertia will limit abatement
options in the future is highly uncertain. Our simulations also illustrate that more optimistic
assumptions would imply little effect of risk aversion. For future research, it would thus be
worthwhile to account for uncertainty in future abatement options and to investigate how
risk aversion is affected by this multi-faceted uncertainty. Our study can thus be improved
by more refined representations of uncertainty. Firstly, uncertainty in many more crucial
parameters could be taken into account. Secondly, unlike Urban and Keller [78], but similar
to Keller et al. [32], we refrain from modelling the other source of uncertainty in global
mean temperature projections, which is the inverse thermal capacity of the atmospheric layer
and the upper oceans. The inverse thermal capacity is negatively correlated with climate
sensitivity and thus has an antagonistic effect on temperature projections (Yohe et al. [82],
Urban and Keller [77], Goes et al. [20]). Our approach might thus be criticised for potentially
overestimating the magnitude of transient temperature increase and thus exaggerating the
risk involved. Yet, the result that risk aversion has little effect would not change for less
severe risk.
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Appendices
1A

Robustness Check

As this research clearly relates to the study by Ackerman et al. [3], here we clarify whether
our model could reproduce their results. We may demonstrate this for their E1 model run. We
keep the default damage function of the original DICE model, i.e. we set a2 = 0.0028388 and
ignore the feedback from the THC module to DICE. Note that there are different assumptions
in the two models. Firstly, we apply the updated transient temperature change equation from
Cai et al. [6], where, in contrast to Nordhaus [58] and Ackerman et al. [3], the radiative
forcing depends only on current carbon concentration in the atmosphere. Secondly, while
the EZ-DICE model by Ackerman et al. [3] is designed for decadal time steps, our model
incorporates annual time steps as the DICE-CJL model by Cai et al. [6].
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Fig. 1.A.1 Comparison of the optimal emission redution policies generated by the two models,
the EZ-DICE model by Ackerman et al. [3] (left) and the IAM in our paper, in which the
feedback from the THC to DICE model is ignored (right).
Comparing the results of the two models, we recognise that the assumptions in our model
offer a more differentiated view of the optimal policy. While in Ackerman et al. [3] only one
policy path is given for three very different climate sensitivity values, S3 − S5 , our model
produces two distinct control trajectories. The discrepancy mainly comes from the model
recalibration by Cai et al. [6] associated with the refined time scale. This is explained and
discussed in more detail by Marten and Newbold [49].
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Numerical Solution

Here, we draw attention to the non-convex nature of the optimisation problem. This nonconvexity occurs, for instance, when considering tipping elements that switch to another state
at some point in time. As finding the computational solution to such a problem is non-trivial,
we explain our numerical approach in more detail in the following.
The more refined time step compared to DICE gives rise to a higher dimension of the
decision variables space, which amounts to 1200 variables (consumption and abatement
paths over 600 years). Furthermore, the existence of the THC stability threshold induces
local optima, which creates numerical problems that are commonly tackled by global optimisation methods. Yet, the global solvers available in GAMS are rather restricted with
respect to the allowable size of the model. Instead we implement a multi-start heuristic
approach to the CONOPT3 solver in the GAMS environment using different initial values.12
The algorithm in CONOPT3 is based on a generalised reduced gradient (GRG) technique,
which relies on the gradient information and has a comparative advantage in handling large
models such as ours.13 The three pillars of successfully applying the solver to a non-linear
problem are the initial values, scaling, and bounds. Furthermore, the solver is designed to
operate with smooth functions only, which is why throughout the model design process,
e.g. developing the damage cost function fT HC , we verify this property to ensure convergence.
The approach we implement calls the NLP solver CONOPT3 from 100 random initial
vectors within the bounds of the variables. The histogram in Figure 1.B.1 depicts the solutions of the multi-start approach for the default simulation (Figure 5). Out of 100 model runs,
50 converge to a feasible solution with 18 converging to the optimum. As mentioned above,
many of the solutions recovered by our algorithm are local. In this respect, a good alternative
could be to refer to the differential evolution algorithm, which converges to the same solution
for many initial conditions (see Keller et al. [32] and Moles et al. [56]).
To illustrate the non-convexity of the problem, we perturb the near-term optimal emissionscontrol rate and inspect the associated change in the objective function (first-period Epstein12 The

GAMS code is available upon request.
GRG is a generalisation of the reduced gradient (RG) technique which allows nonlinear constraints.
The key idea behind the GRG is to transform the constrained problem to bound constrained and thus reduce
the number of independent variables. The further search is performed in the direction of the gradient of the
superbasic variables. There are many possible GRG algorithms and CONOPT3 identifies the most appropriate
for the particular problem setting. Please refer to Abadie and Carpentier [1] for the concept of GRG and to
Drud [16] for its implementation in CONOPT.
13 The
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Fig. 1.B.1 Frequency of solutions found by a multi-start approach for different initial values
Zin utility). As the reference we choose the value of the first-period Epstein-Zin utility that
corresponds to the optimal emissions-control rate for the scenario in which the THC-related
damage costs are neglected. Figure 1.B.2 depicts the relative change of the first-period
Epstein-Zin utility value for different abatement rates in the year 2075. The point G is
associated with global optimum. An increase in the abatement rate leads to a decrease in
utility. The reason is that the benefits associated with delaying the THC collapse do not
exceed the near-term costs. Utility is continuously decreasing with the emissions-control
rate in the near-term until the abatement efforts are sufficient to prevent the THC collapse
in state S5 . As soon as the circulation is safeguarded, the THC-induced damage costs over
the long period of time sum up to nearly zero. This is reflected in the sudden increase in
the first-period Epstein-Zin utility at about 68.6 per cent of abatement in the year 2075.
Nevertheless, the costs of preventing the THC collapse in S5 exceeds the benefits. Thus,
preserving the THC describes only a local optimum, which is depicted by L.
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Fig. 1.B.2 Relative percentage change in the first-period Epstein-Zin utility for different
values of abatement rates in the year 2075. The percentage change is considered relative
to the first-period Epstein-Zin utility for the emissions-control rate that neglects potential
THC-related damages. The points G and L indicate the location of the global and local
optimum, respectively
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Calibration

For the DICE-CJL model parameters, refer to Cai et al. [6] as well as Cai et al. [7] and the
accompanying website.
Table 1.C.1 Parameters crucial to the present study

Parameter
Rate of pure time preference, ρ
Intertemporal elasticity of substitution, IES
Learning date
North Atlantic hydrological sensitivity, htot
2
THC collapse specific damages, dm
Initial emissions-control rate, µ(1) (Kyoto agreement)

Value
0.0113
1.5 per cent
year 2075
0.0525 Sv ◦C−1
0.03, fraction of global GDP
0.005
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Table 1.C.2 The THC model parameters (Zickfeld [86])

Parameter
Relaxation temperature of the box 1 , T1∗

Value
6.6◦C

Relaxation temperature of the box 2, T2∗

2.7◦C

Relaxation temperature of the box 3, T3∗

11.7◦C

Volume of the box 1, V1

1.1 × 1017 m3

Volume of the box 2, V2

0.4 × 1017 m3

Volume of the box 3, V3

0.68 × 1017 m3

Volume of the box 4, V4

0.05 × 1017 m3

Thermal coupling constant, box 1

0.059

Thermal coupling constant, box 2

0.059

Thermal coupling constant, box 3

0.1777

Northern Hemisphere temperature conversion constant, pNH

1.07

Southern Hemisphere temperature conversion constant, pSH

0.93

South Atlantic temperature downscaling constant, p1

0.86

North Atlantic temperature downscaling constant, p2

1.07

Tropics temperature downscaling constant p3

0.79

Hydrological sensitivity, h1

-0.005 Sv ◦C−1

Present day temperature of the box 1, T1 (1)

6.5 ◦C

Present day temperature of the box 2, T2 (1)

4.7 ◦C

Present day temperature of the box 3, T3 (1)

11.4 ◦C

Present day volume transport, m(1)

22.6 Sv

Thermal expantion coefficient, ζ
Haline expantion coefficient, β
Empirical flow constant, k
Reference salinity, S0

1.7 × 10−4 ◦C−1
8 × 10−4 psu−1
25.4 × 1017 m3 a−1
35 psu
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Sensitivity Analysis with Respect to mcrit
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Here, we discuss briefly an alternative calibration for mcrit . For the simulation illustrated
in Figure 1.D.1, we adopt the assumption that mcrit is zero. In section 1.3 we conjecture
that this assumption might render the threat of a THC collapse and the aversion to the risk
involved as less important. Figure 1.D.1 confirms this conjecture. Risk aversion has little
effect on near–term policy. In both cases of alternative attitudes to risk, the near-term policy
efforts are lower than in the baseline case (by 6.58 percentage points), as the THC damage
costs are incurred only when circulation stops altogether. These reduced efforts lead to a
slowdown in more states of nature than in the baseline case.
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Fig. 1.D.1 Sensitivity of the results with respect to mcrit = 0 Sv i.e. THC-related damages
are associated with the circulation breakdown.

Changing the value of mcrit by ±3 Sv, as in Figure 1.D.2 and Figure 1.D.3, shows that
the results on the effects of risk aversion are rather robust with respect to mcrit .
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Fig. 1.D.2 Sensitivity of the results with respect to lower value of critical weakening, mcrit = 7
Sv
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Chapter 2
Can India Prevent Summer Monsoon
Extremes? An Integrated Assessment of
Climate Change and Environmental
Policies
2.1

Introduction

A major concern in the climate change debate is the required stringency of emission reduction
efforts to prevent large-scale changes in the Earth system. Accordingly, in the last few years
increasingly numerous integrated assessment studies explored optimal emission pathways
while explicitly accounting for these changes, also referred to as tipping points (e.g. see
Belaia et al. [5] for the Atlantic Thermohaline Circulation, Nicholls et al. [39] for the West
Antarctic Ice Sheet and Cai et al. [9] for multiple interacting tipping points).
Other potential tipping elements, such as the Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM) received
less attention in integrated assessment studies, despite the fact that: (i) this climate system
has the potential to shift rapidly into a radically different monsoon circulation (Wang et al.
[58] and Zickfeld et al. [66]); (ii) shifting dynamics have been already observed (Bollasina
et al. [7]); and (iii) the lives of more than one billion people are affected by changes in
the ISM’s precipitation patterns. How the ISM circulation changes partially depends on
global warming, to which India as one of many countries, contributes, as well as on local
air pollution, which can be controlled by India’s own efforts (e.g. Turner and Annamalai
[54]). Different combinations of global and local policies can thus lead to different ISM
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precipitation patterns in the future. This paper contributes to the literature by providing a
framework that allows analysing alternative emission policies and the resultant ISM dynamics
in one fully coupled regional integrated assessment model.
The ISM dynamics are complex in nature, featuring interactions with land, the ocean and the
atmosphere (e.g. Webster and Yang [60], Liu and Yanai [30], Robock et al. [48], Kucharski
et al. [28], Ramisch et al. [47]). Air pollution, for instance caused by sulphur dioxide (SO2 )
emissions, can alter these dynamics significantly (e.g. Zickfeld et al. [66]). Sulfur dioxide
emissions can lead to a weakening of the ISM rainfall strength, which can ultimately lead
to extensive droughts (e.g. Knopf et al. [27], Bollasina et al. [7]). In contrast, increasing
temperatures can widen the range possible precipitation strength, which can lead to more
unusually heavy rainfall events and destructive floods (e.g. Knopf et al. [27]).
The timely arrival, as well as an even spatial and temporal distribution, of ISM rainfall
constitutes an important factor for economic activity in India (Rajagopalan [46]). For some
very large regions in India the ISM provides almost the entire rainfall of the whole year
(Rajagopalan [46]). Furthermore, half of Indian agriculture is rainfed (Rajagopalan [46])
and approximately 15% of the Indian power generation is hydroelectric from rainfed rivers
(Central Electricity Authority India [13]). Rapid transitions in the monsoon circulation may
exceed the capabilities to adapt, particularly in poor and rural populations (Zickfeld et al.
[66]).
For many years India had been refusing to take on CO2 emission reduction obligations,
arguing that all available resources need to be allocated to reduce poverty and promote
economic growth (Atteridge et al. [3]). At the same time, India’s CO2 emissions tripled
between 1990 and 2011, making it the world’s third largest greenhouse gas emitter (Boden et
al. [6], IEA [20]). Its emissions are projected to more than double between 2008 and 2035
on account of the ongoing economic development (IEA [20]). While India has become a
major emitting country, it would benefit substantially from limiting global CO2 emissions,
as it is one of the most vulnerable countries to climate change (e.g. Maplecroft [32]).1 Its
concerted efforts to reduce poverty may alleviate some of the vulnerability, but at the same
time climate change impacts may exert stress on socio-economic systems and thus impede
1 The

reasons for this significant vulnerability are threefold. Firstly, more than half of its population depends
on climate-sensitive sectors, such as agriculture. Secondly, poor infrastructure, weak institutional mechanisms
and lack of financial resources limit the capacity to adapt to climate change. Thirdly, it is already exposed to
rather high temperatures, so that further warming may have worrying consequences (Ministry of Home Affairs,
Government of India [36], Mendelsohn et al. [35]).
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economic development (Gupta [19]). Lately the government’s discourses on climate change
have changed and in October 2016 India ratified the Paris Agreement negotiated at the
COP21. India is considered to be on a track to fulfil its pledges, which are framed as emission
intensity targets and not as emission targets (Olhoff et al. [43]). However, it is also projected
that the rapidly growing energy demands will further the expansion of the carbon-intensive
power infrastructure, leading to strong increases in future emissions (CAT [10], PBL [44]).
Just as many other countries’ pledges, India’s commitments are thus criticised as not being
ambitious enough, to be far from being a fair contribution and to being inconsistent with
limiting global warming to 2°C (CAT[10], Aldy et al. [1]).
Stringent climate policy has the co-benefit of reducing air pollution. Just as CO2 emissions, emission of SO2 is a by-product of fossil fuel combustion. Hence, climate policies
intended to reduce fossil fuel combustion would thus also curb SO2 pollution, which has
a detrimental effect on ISM dynamics. Another merit of improved air quality is increased
public health: exposure to high concentrations of SO2 can have effects on breathing, cause
respiratory illness, alterations in pulmonary defenses, and aggravation of existing cardiovascular disease (e.g. EPA [16]). As SO2 is a short-lived pollutant and has a limited dispersion
radius, these co-benefits of climate policy arise quickly and locally. They thus provide an
instantaneous partial compensation for national climate policy costs. However, curbing SO2
emissions does not only have positive effects. Sulphur is a scattering aerosol, which cloud
in the atmosphere and act like a reflecting umbrella that cools the atmospheric temperature.
Hence, abating SO2 emissions unmasks the full warming effects caused by CO2 emissions.
Climate policy is not essential to reducing air pollution. There are also SO2 emission
reduction technologies available, that do not require cutting back on fossil fuel consumption
(Srivastava [52]). A country determined to fight air pollution but reluctant to make climate
policy efforts, may opt for implementing these relatively inexpensive technologies.
Irrespective of these solutions to air pollution, India’s SO2 emissions increased rapidly
in the last few years, making India the second largest emitter of SO2 in the world (NASA
[38]). A recent study by IEA [21] projects that emissions of SO2 and other harmful aerosols
will keep rising rapidly until 2040. The current air quality standards, which are substantially
lower than international standards, appear to be too lax to prevent this spiralling trend (IEA
[21]). These standards date back to 1980’s and do not account for the technological developments made since then to reduce harmful aerosol emissions (e.g. innovations in coal-fired
power plants and in the transport sector, IEA [21]).
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There are only a few IAMs incorporating the emissions of CO2 as well as of SO2 . To
assess the consequences for temperature evolution, the IAMs by Bahn and Leach [4] and
Yang and Menon [64] model global, as opposed to local temperature effects by aerosol
emissions. Recently, Ikefuji et al. [22] developed an IAM based on the RICE model by
Nordhaus and Yang [42], which also accounts for local effects involving (i) the cooling
property of SO2 ; (ii) impairment of health through warming; and (iii) impairment of health
caused by air pollution through SO2 . To illustrate the co-benefits of climate policy, the
authors also incorporate the possibility to reduce air pollution by adopting climate policy
measures. As fossil fuel combustion also leads to the emission of other particles deemed
harmful for health, the resulting estimates on the co-benefits appear to be rather conservative.
We fully couple this IAM with a model by Schewe and Levermann [50], which was developed to reflect the multidecadal variability and future changes in the ISM rainfall due
to increasing temperatures. It simulates the interplay between two counteracting and selfamplifying feedbacks: the moisture advection feedback, which increases the likelihood of
strong rainfall, and the dry-subsidence feedback, which reduces the probability of rainfall in
the monsoon regions. The probability for the monsoon onset can be redefined to account
for the effects of SO2 on the ISM. We achieve this by incorporating the findings of Zickfeld
et al. [66], which show that the ISM can switch into a different hydrological system if the
planetary albedo, which is increased by SO2 emissions, surpasses some critical threshold.
Thus, the modified version of the onset probability explicitly accounts for this threshold effect.
This fully coupled model allows us to assess alternative CO2 and SO2 emission policy
options for India and the induced changes in the ISM dynamics. In this new framework,
India’s optimal decisions on CO2 and SO2 emissions take into account (i) the damage costs
induced by shifted ISM dynamics causing droughts or floods; (ii) the non-health as well
as the health-related damage costs incurred by climate change and (iii) the local benefits
that accrue for public health if local SO2 pollution is curbed. While India has full control
over the above described SO2 driven effects on the ISM, it requires global cooperation to
prevent the temperature driven effects. The other regions form the decision on cutting CO2
and SO2 emissions by accounting for the same kind of damage costs as India, with the only
exception of the ISM-related damage costs that only accrue for India. Although the other
regions’ SO2 emissions do not have any direct consequences for the ISM, they may have
indirectly. When the other regions emit (more) SO2 , the local warming effect by climate
change is obscured and they might be tempted to cut back CO2 emissions less decisively.
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As the resulting increased warming affects the ISM dynamics, SO2 emissions in the other
regions thus have an indirect effect on the ISM. Accordingly, the ISM dynamics depend on
both, national and international emission decisions.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: the subsequent section describes
the integrated assessment model and provides background information on the ISM system
dynamics; Section 2.3 uses evidence of the past few decades to calibrate the ISM rainfallrelated damage function and presents our core results; Section 2.4 concludes and discusses
policy implications for India.

2.2

The Model

To explore the coevolution of the climate, the regional economies and ISM, we develop an
integrated assessment model (henceforth referred to as RICE-ISM) that is a fully coupled
model with three modules: an economic module consists of a Ramsey-type economic growth
model, a climate module displaying regional and global warming and an ISM module (Figure
2.1). The economic and climate module is given by an annual time-scale version of the
RICE-H model (Ikefuji et al. [22]). RICE-H extends the RICE-96 model (Nordhaus and
Yang [42]) by explicitly displaying SO2 emissions as a representative proxy for SO4 aerosols
in addition to CO2 emissions.2 The purpose of RICE-H is to account for the health effects
of warming and of air pollution caused by fossil fuel combustion. Although the distinction
between health- and non-health impacts are not this study’s main research focus, we preserve
its modelling in RICE-ISM. A rather detailed description of the different channels through
which fossil fuel combustion can affect income may serve useful for future research employing RICE-ISM.
Important for coupling RICE-H with the ISM-module is the information on annual Indian SO2 emissions and the annual global temperature increase. The ISM module, which
builds on the conceptual model by Schewe and Levermann [50], requires this information
to derive the ISM rainfall on a daily time-scale within a given year. If the intra-seasonal
mean of these values features a precipitation extreme, i.e. relatively poor or relatively strong
rainfall, ISM-specific damage costs are caused. In addition to the health-related and general
costs computed by RICE-H, these damage costs reduce Indian gross income further.
In the following subsections we explain in detail the model characteristics outlined above.
2 To

be more precise, SO4 serves as a proxy for scattering aerosols. We do not account for aerosols that
absorb sunlight, rather than reflect it, e.g. such as soot.
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RICE-ISM
RICE-H model
damage costs (health)

A statistically
predictive
ISM model

local SO2 emissions
global CO2 emissions
economic module

climate module

temperature increase

climate damage costs
(health and general)

ISM module

all-India seasonal
mean rainfall

ISM damage costs
(India only)

Fig. 2.1 Illustration of RICE-ISM, which unifies the RICE-H model by Ikefuji et al. [22] and
an extended version of the ISM rainfall model by Schewe and Levermann [50]. The economic
and climate modules give annual information on SO2 emissions and global temperature
increase, which serve as input information for the ISM module. The ISM rainfall is computed
on a quasi-daily timescale within each monsoon season, which allows deriving the seasonal
mean monsoon rainfall for each year. If the seasonal mean value turns out to be particularly
low or particularly high, it induces ISM-specific damage costs decreasing Indian income.
Subsection 2.2.1 shows the modifications to RICE-96 carried out by Ikefuji et al. [22], which
are related to the SO2 emissions and the health effects. At the end of Subsection 2.2.1 we
motivate our assumptions that lead to the ISM-specific damage function. In Subsection 2.2.2,
the general mechanisms driving the ISM model are explained and formalised. In Subsection 2.2.3, we explicate and model the channels through which anthropogenic interference
influences ISM rainfall strength.
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2.2.1

The Economic and Climate Module

In RICE-H, the world is divided into 11 regions, j = 1 . . . 11, based on geographical position,
political proximity and health vulnerability.3 The time horizon spans 40 periods in total,
each lasting five years. As the ISM module generates projections on an annual basis, we
recalibrate the RICE-H module at one-year time step (i.e. t = 1 . . . 200).4 The last period is
thus given by t = T with T = 200.
RICE-H displays the regional policy makers’ intertemporal decision of how to optimally
allocate the region’s net income between investment in productive capital, abatement of
SO2 emissions, reductions of CO2 emissions and to welfare enhancing consumption. The
optimisation thereby depends on the policy scenario considered. The RICE-H model is
used to explore three different policy solutions: (i) business-as-usual solution; (ii) the Nash
solution; and (iii) the optimal solution, in which all regions cooperate. In the business-asusual scenario, regions do not actively cut emissions. In the Nash scenario, countries do not
cooperate and decide on their own, regional emission policy. In these two scenarios, each
regional policy maker’s goal is to maximise the domestic welfare, which also depends on
other regions’ actions. The objective function is thus represented by the regional welfare
function W j , which sums over the discounted logarithmic utility functions over time:
T

Wj =

∑

t=0



C
L j,t log 1 + N j,tj,t
(1 + ρ)t

,

(2.2.1)

where the active labour force is L j,t , consumption is C j,t , inhabitants are N j,t of a region
j and the discount rate ρ. In each period t there are N j,t inhabitants of region j. Some of
them are healthy and belong to the active labour force L j,t , while others are ill and are unfit
to work. The distinction between inhabitants and labour force is used to explicitly model
non-market impacts of poor health in the welfare specification in Equation (3.2.1): the worse
the health problems in a region the smaller becomes labour force L j,t and the weighting of
utility. Another distinguishing characteristic of this welfare function is the addition of 1 to
the per capita consumption in the utility function. The multiplication with labour force L j,t
thus ensures a preference for low consumption over poor health.
3 The

regions are: USA (USA and Canada), EUR (Western Europe), JPN (Japan), AUS (Australia and
Oceania), FSU (Former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe), CHN (China and centrally planned Asia), IND
(India and South Asia), SEA (South East Asia), LAM (Latin America and Caribbean), MEN (Middle East and
North Africa), AFR (Sub-Sahara Africa).
4 See Appendix 2 A for details.
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In the cooperative scenario, a social planner decides on each region’s optimal emission
pathway. For this, a weighted average of the regions’ welfare is maximised. The weighting
follows the Negishi approach. The algorithm used to derive the Negishi weights is described
in Nordhaus [40].
While N j,t is exogenously given, active labour force L j,t evolves endogenously:
L j,t = (1 − χ j,t )N j,t ,

(2.2.2)

where χ j,t quantifies the fraction of the regional population suffering from a climate- and/or
pollution-related disease. Only healthy inhabitants can contribute to gross income Y j,t , which
evolves according to a Cobb-Douglas production function:
Y j,t = ψ j,t K εj,t L1−ε
j,t ,

(0 < ε < 1),

(2.2.3)

where ψ j,t is region-specific and time-varying technological efficiency and ε is output elasticity.5 The capital stock K j,t evolves according to the usual capital accumulation function
K j,t+1 = (1 − δ k )K j,t + I j,k , where I j,k is investment and δ k , 0 < δ k < 1 is the depreciation
rate.
Climate change does not only affect the economy through a reduction of the active labour
force (Equation (2.2.2)), but also by causing general, unspecific damage costs D j,t . These climate damage costs reduce the income to Y j,t − D j,t , which represents the available resources
for the regional policy makers to spend in each time step to maximise regional welfare.
Thereby, the policy makers decide on the optimal path of consumption C j,t , investment I j,k ,
and abatement A j,t of CO2 and SO2 emissions:
Y j,t − D j,t = C j,t + I j,t + A j,t

(2.2.4)

Equations (3.2.1)–(2.2.4) illustrate the channels by which the emissions affect welfare. Health
damages reduce the active labour force, L j,t , leading to market impacts and non-market impacts. The market impacts materialise as a reduction of gross income (Equation (2.2.3)),
rendering the resource constraint tighter (Equation (2.2.4)). The non-market effects reflect
that good health also is a factor relevant for welfare assessment (Equation (3.2.1)).
Poor health is assumed to be caused by adverse climate conditions and/or by air pollu5 The

existence of low labour force participation rates are usually abstracted from in IAMs.
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tion. The share of the regional population that is unfit to work, χ j,t , can be also perceived as
a relative frequency or probability of becoming unfit to work. Assuming that the probability
of suffering from climate-related diseases χ cj,t and the probability to suffer from air-pollutionrelated diseases χ aj,t are stochastically independent, the probability of staying healthy thus
becomes:
(1 − χ j,t ) = (1 − χ aj,t )(1 − χ cj,t ).
(2.2.5)
Following WHO [62], χ cj,t and χ aj,t are measured in terms of the disability adjusted life-years
lost (DALYs) per capita. Climate-induced illnesses comprise malaria, cardiovascular disease,
diarrhoea, and malnutrition in RICE-H. Based on estimations from McMichael et al. [33],
Ikefuji et al. [22] assess χ cj,t to be of the following form:
atm
χ cj,t = β1,c j + β2,c j T j,t

β3,c j

,

(2.2.6)

atm and parameters β c , i = 1, 2, 3. The function
where the regional temperature increase T j,t
i, j
giving χ aj,t is based on estimations by Spadaro and Rabl [51] that evaluate the damage cost
per tonne of SO2 :
a a
χ aj,t = β j,t
E j,t .
(2.2.7)
a describing the degree of exwhere the local SO2 emissions are E aj,t and the parameter β j,t
posure to SO2 emissions. The degree of exposure incorporates information on the region’s
population density and (projected) urbanization.

The emissions of SO2 , E aj,t , and of CO2 , E cj,t , are – as mentioned above – a by-product
of economic activity:
E cj,t
E aj,t

!
=

ca
σ cc
j,t σ j,t
aa
σ ac
j,t σ j,t

!

!
1 − µ cj,t
Y j,t ,
1 − µ aj,t

(2.2.8)

where the regional emission control rates are µ cj,t and µ aj,t for CO2 and SO2 , respectively,
aa
carbon intensity is σ cc
j,t and sulphur intensity is σ j,t . The interdependencies between CO2 and
SO2 emissions, which have common sources, such as fossil energy combustion, is captured
ac
by the cross-influences σ ca
j,t and σ j,t . Climate policy that acts to limit combustion of fossil
fuels has the positive side effect of curbing SO2 emissions. Accordingly, σ ac
j,t assumes a
positive value. By contrast, environmental policy targeting SO2 pollution can, but does not
necessarily, lead to mitigation of CO2 emission. Requiring relatively inexpensive technology,
there are also desulphurization solutions that leave CO2 emissions unaffected. The calibration
of σ ca
j,t being zero thus represents a reasonable assumption.
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Reducing emissions of CO2 and SO2 cause costs:
c

a

A j,t = (α cj,t (µ cj,t )ξ + α aj,t (µ aj,t )ξ )Y j,t ,

(2.2.9)

where the exponents ξ c and ξ a are set to be greater than one, making the costs of abatement
of CO2 and SO2 convex in terms of the respective control rates.
The climate module displays how unabated emissions translate into future climate change.
The accumulation of CO2 in the atmosphere develops according to the same equation as in
RICE-96:
c

11

Mt+1 = (1 − δ )Mt + ∑ E cj,t ,

(2.2.10)

j=1

where δ c is the depreciation rate of atmospheric CO2 . The specification of the regional
atm deviates from the function in RICE. To account for the radiative
temperature increase T j,t
forcing of regional SO2 as an endogenously determined effect, the equation from version 5.1
of the MERGE model, originally developed by Manne et al. [31], is adopted:
atm
atm
a
a
a
a
a
T j,t+1
= τ0, j + τ1 T j,t
+ τ2 Ttatm + τ cj log(Mt+1 ) + τ1,
j E j,t+1 + τ2, j log(1 + τ3, j E j,t+1 ),
(2.2.11)
c
a
a
a
where parameters τ1 , τ2 , τ j , τ1, j , τ2, j , τ3, j being associated with the increases of the regional
and global temperature in the last period, the forcing of atmospheric CO2 and the regional
SO2 emissions, respectively. The parameter τ cj is positive and thus describes the warming
a and τ a are negative for all regions, reflecteffect of the greenhouse gas CO2 . By contrast, τ1,
j
2, j
ing the cooling effect of SO2 emissions. In fact, these aerosols scatter sunlight back into space,
so that less sunlight reaches the Earth’s surface (local dimming). The (global) greenhouse
effect and the (local) dimming effect thus work in opposite directions. The parameter τ0, j is
atm , is set to zero.
introduced to allow the starting value of the regional temperature increase, T j,0

The global temperature increase Ttatm evolves as a weighted average of the regional temperature increases:
atm
Ttatm = ∑ ω j T j,t
,
(2.2.12)
j

where ω j denotes the region’s share of global landmass.
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As in Nordhaus and Boyer [41], region-specific damage costs vary according to:
D j,t =

d j,t
.
1 + d j,t

(2.2.13)

The damage function is given by:
atm
atm
d j,t = γ1, j T j,t
+ γ2, j T j,t

2

,

(2.2.14)

where γ1, j and γ2, j are regional-specific damage parameters.
A novel feature of the present study is the regional damage function of India, dIND,t . The
new specification accounts for the losses d ISM that are caused, if the months spanning the
ISM season are on average extremely dry or rainy.6 Accordingly, the losses d ISM depend on
the value of the seasonal mean rainfall P̄t , which evolves in the ISM module.
To our knowledge, the estimations used to calibrate the Indian damage cost function (Equation (3.2.11)) do not cover ISM-related impacts. We therefore assume that the losses dtISM
simply add to the temperature-driven damage costs caused in India. Another reason for this
assumption is that the seasonal mean rainfall P̄t depends on complex and stochastic dynamics
which are - amongst other factors - influenced by temperature. As the ISM-specific losses do
not directly depend on the local temperature increase as postulated in Equation (3.2.11), the
ISM-related impacts cannot be captured by Equation (3.2.11) appropriately. Accordingly,
we rather claim that the total damage costs incurred in India evolve as:
atm
atm
dIND,t = γ1, j T j,t
+ γ2, j T j,t

2

+ d ISM (P̄t ).

(2.2.15)

In view of scarcity of suitable ISM-specific damage estimations, we opt here for postulating
two simplifying assumptions that allow us to derive a step function d ISM that bases on the
few data available.


drought , P̄ ≤ P̄drought

t

D
d ISM (P̄t ) =

6 Other

0,



D f lood ,

P̄drought < P̄t < P̄ f lood

(2.2.16)

P̄t ≥ P̄ f lood

notions of extremes that could be of interest for developing a ISM-related damage function are, for
instance, the length of dry spells in a year or the maximum rainfall per day.
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The first assumption states that only the two the rainfall extremes, i.e. drought or flood, cause
damage costs, i.e. all values P̄t smaller than the threshold P̄drought and all values P̄t larger than
the threshold P̄f lood . A consequence of designing such an extreme-event-specific damage
function is that all values P̄t outside the extreme value ranges give damage costs of zero.7
The second simplifying assumption is that within these extreme value ranges, damage costs
Ddrought and D f lood are constant. While lacking data limits a more sophisticated development
of this damage function at this point of time, future work might extend this function by
accounting for the severity of a rainfall extreme, a changing vulnerability over time due to
adaptation efforts and economic development and increased costs for the same extreme event
occurring in successive time intervals.
For the purpose of numerical solution we refer to the smooth approximation of the step
function d ISM , given by:
1
1
d˜ISM (P̄t ) = Ddrought ( · arctan[ζ (P̄drought − P̄t )] + )
π
2
1
1
+ D f lood ( arctan[ζ (P̄t − P̄f lood )] + ),
π
2

(2.2.17)

where ζ is a steepness parameter and π is a mathematical constant equal to 3.141593 . . . .
Figure 2.2 illustrates the function. A noteworthy feature in the data is the asymmetry between
the flood- and drought-related damage costs, which is also reflected by d ISM . The thus
derived function allows gaining some intuition of the economic impacts caused by ISM
rainfall extremes.
In Subsection 2.3.1 the calibration of the ISM-specific damage costs is explained in detail.

2.2.2

The Indian Summer Monsoon Rainfall

In this subsection, we give a more detailed explanation of the fundamental mechanism driving
the ISM and describe how the interplay of two crucial counteracting feedback processes are
reflected by Schewe and Levermann [50]. In the next subsection, we explicate how these
mechanisms change with global warming and local air pollution.
The fundamental mechanism driving the ISM is caused by a temperature difference between land and ocean (Figure 2.3). In summer the surfaces of both land and ocean are
7 Alternatively, one could define an intermediate range in which the damage costs slowly converge rather
than drop to zero. As this procedure would have required further scarce information, i.e. on the width of these
ranges or on the convergence rate, we opt here to adopt the first approach.
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Fig. 2.2 Illustration of the ISM-specific damage cost function d ISM , which describes the
economic losses Ddrought and D f lood occurring for extreme deficiency (P̄t ≤ P̄drought ) or
extreme excess (P̄t ≥ P̄ f lood ) of summer monsoon rainfall, respectively.
warmed, but land temperatures rise more quickly due to a lower heat capacity.8 The air above
the land warms rapidly, expands, and then rises. It thus forms an area of low pressure in the
lower troposphere and an area of high pressure in the upper troposphere. By contrast, the air
above the ocean warms less quickly and thereby maintains a relatively high pressure in the
lower troposphere and a relatively low pressure in the upper troposphere. This land-ocean
pressure gradient in the lower altitudes directs moist sea winds from the ocean to the land.
This air rises to a higher altitude over the hot continent and condensates, inducing precipitation over land. In the upper troposphere the pressure gradient forces the winds in the opposite
direction, leading to a high-altitude air flow from land to ocean. Above the ocean the air
cools and sinks down again, which completes the ocean-land circulation of the monsoon
winds. This circulation is sustained as long as the temperatures above the land and ocean
differ sufficiently.

Fig. 2.3 Schematic illustration of the temperature gradient driving the summer monsoon.
8 Heat

capacity quantifies the heat required to raise the temperature of 1g of a substance by 1 Celsius.
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Throughout the rainy season the ISM this temperature difference is sustained by a positive
feedback effect, the so-called moisture advection feedback (Webster [59]): as precipitation
releases heat, referred to as latent heat, the temperature gradient is reinforced and the winds
strengthen.
Another feedback process, the dry-subsidence feedback, leads to a qualitatively different
circulation pattern in dry years Schewe and Levermann [50]. In these years, the uppertropospheric air over the Indian subcontinent and the Arabian sea is observed to sink down
and to consequently dry out the monsoon winds. The decline in precipitation comes with a
decreased release of latent heat, which acts to sustain the dry regime. In addition, the wind
in the upper troposphere, which blows westward in normal monsoon seasons, is deflected
northward or eastward and thus misses the monsoon regions.
The model by Schewe and Levermann [50] reflects the interplay between the moisture
advection feedback and the dry-subsidence feedback throughout the summer monsoon season (May to September). Multi-decadal variability in the ISM rainfall found in simulations
with the comprehensive climate model ensemble MPI-M Earth System model (MPI-ESM)
(e.g. Jungclaus et al. [24]) can be thus sufficiently reproduced Schewe and Levermann [50].
On a quasi-daily timescale the daily monsoon rainfall Pd,t , d = 1 . . . 135, in some year t varies
between two states: the dry state Pdry with minimum precipitation, which is dominated by
the dry-subsidence feedback process, and the wet state Ptwet with maximum rainfall, which is
maintained by the moisture advection feedback process. The probability pd,t for being in the
wet state on day d is determined as
pd,t =

1
δ

dry
∑d−1
i=d−δ Pi,t − P
,
Ptwet − Pdry

(2.2.18)

which depends on the average rainfall δ1 ∑d−1
i=d−δ Pi,t in δ days prior to d. The rainier this
period is, the more likely day d to be rainy as well. Likewise, if this period is rather dry, then
the rainfall probability on day d is relatively small. This memory effect thus reflects the two
self-amplifying feedback processes described above. To avoid a lock-in in one of the states,
the precipitation probability is constrained by a maximum probability pm , 0 < pm < 1, and a
minimum probability (1 − pm ). Equation (3.2.27) applies to the period after the first δ days
of the season, i.e. for all d > δ , in which the two self-amplifying feedback mechanism take
effect. As described in the next subsection, the first δ days signify the monsoon onset in
which the rainfall probability, pd,t = ptinit , evolves differently.
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The precipitation probability pd,t influences which of the two precipitation states materialize on day d:
(
Ptwet , Prd,t < pd,t
Pd,t =
(2.2.19)
Pdry ,
else,
where the random variable Prd,t is uniformly distributed between zero and one. This variable
represents stochastically evolving atmospheric fluctuations inducing variability of the intraseasonal rainfall. This stochasticity counteracts the memory effect, occasionally causing flips
between the two precipitation states on a quasi-daily timescale (Figure 2.4).

Fig. 2.4 Schematic illustration of the realised precipitation states within some year. On each
day, synoptic scale fluctuations and a memory effect determine the probability of whether
the precipitation state Ptwet or Pdry take effect.
The average of the daily precipitation over the season is the seasonal mean precipitation rate
Pt , Pdry ≤ Pt ≤ Ptwet :
1 135
Pt =
· ∑ Pd,t .
(2.2.20)
135 d=1

2.2.3

Seasonal Mean ISM Rainfall under Global Warming and Local
Air Pollution

Here, we explain how the dynamic evolution of the rainfall probability during monsoon onset
ptinit and the rainfall intensity Ptwet depends on global warming and on local air pollution
(Figure 2.5).
Schewe and Levermann [50] define daily rainfall intensity Ptwet in the wet state as
Ptwet = p′′ · Ttatm + P0wet ,

(2.2.21)

with p′′ depicting the impact of the global mean temperature increase Ttatm on rainfall. The
rainfall intensity in the absence of further global warming is given by P0wet . Equation (2.2.21)
reflects that rainfall intensity increases with rising temperatures, which is due to the ability
of warmer air to hold more water vapour (Trenberth [53], Allen and Ingram [2]). As Pdry
stays constant over time, warming thus extends the range of possible seasonal mean rainfall
values [Pdry , Ptwet ].
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RICE-H model
global mean temperature increase

Indian SO2 emissions

rainfall probability
during onset

ISM model

(intra-seasonal
dynamics)

daily rainfall intensity

daily rainfall

stochastic atmospheric
fluctuations

seasonal mean ISM rainfall

ISM-specific damage costs

Fig. 2.5 Illustration of the ISM module and its relation to the other model elements.
Dynamic processes that govern the onset period can be captured in the specification of pinit .
During this period, the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the associated changes in
the Pacific Ocean atmospheric circulation, referred to as the Walker circulation, are found to
be of crucial importance for the following monsoon season (Schewe and Levermann [50]).
ENSO refers to the interaction between the atmosphere and the ocean in the tropical Pacific
that lead to a variation between a warming phase (El Niño) and a cooling phase (La Niña) of
different sea surface pressures.9 The variation between these ENSO phases are associated
with changes in the Walker circulation: El Niño comes with a reversing or weakening of
this circulation, which can suppress the convection associated with the ISM.10 Simulations
with MPI-ESM reveal that the highest correlation between seasonal mean ISM rainfall and
the strength of the Walker circulation is given for the onset period of the monsoon (Schewe
and Levermann [50]). Schewe and Levermann [50] derive a linear relationship between the
9A

nice illustration of the ENSO dynamics and further information can be found on the webpage https:

//iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/maproom/ENSO/ENSO_Info.html [17th January 2017].
10 Historical

rainfall data discloses that El Niño does not necessarily lead to poor ISM rainfall. Very severe
droughts were accompanied by El Niño years, though (Kumar et al. [29]).
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rainfall probability in the onset period pinit,1 and the state of the Walker circulation strength:
ptinit,1 = p′ · (mtNINO3.4 − m0 ) + p0 ,

(2.2.22)

where mtNINO3.4 depicts the strength of the Walker circulation in May. It is measured by
the decadal-scale anomaly in the mean sea level pressure (MSLP) over an - in this context crucial Pacific region (NINO3.4., 170-120°W, 5°S - 5°N). The parameters m0 , p0 , and p′ are
calibrated to match the rainfall frequency distributions in the time series generated by the
comprehensive MPI-M Earth System model well.11
As the Walker circulation is found to weaken under global warming (Vecchi et al. [56]), we
extend the model by Schewe and Levermann [50] to incorporate the effects of warming on
the value of mtNINO3.4 . The frequency distribution shift found in the study by Schewe and
Levermann [50] is consistent with a linear trend of the Walker circulation strength in the
temperature increase:
NINO3.4
mt+30
= m′ · Ttatm + mNINO3.4
,
(2.2.23)
0
where m′ and mNINO3.4
are parameters that we estimate based on the MPI-ESM simulations
0
by Schewe and Levermann [50]. The 30-year delay reflects the inertia in the system, which
also involves thermal inertia of the ocean.
Furthermore, we modify Equation (2.2.22) to account for the impact of SO2 emissions.
These emissions convert into sulphate aerosols in the atmosphere, which scatter the incoming
solar radiation back to space (direct effect) and serve as ’seeds’ for relatively bright clouds
(indirect effect). Accordingly, the higher the atmospheric concentration of these aerosols
is the higher the ratio of reflected to incoming solar radiation (planetary albedo) and the
cooler the atmosphere. As the dispersion radius of these aerosols is limited, cooling mostly
takes effect in the area in which SO2 emissions is emitted, i.e. over land. SO2 emissions can
thus result in a decline of the temperature gradient between land and ocean and thus in a
weakening of the ISM. Accordingly, this effect counteracts the warming effect of atmospheric
CO2 . These two opposing effects lead to a bifurcation in the ISM system (Zickfeld et al.
[66]), which is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
The red dashed lines in Figure 2.6 signify the current values of the planetary albedo (horizontal red dashed line) and of the CO2 concentration (vertical dashed red lines). The planetary
albedo level critical for the ISM strength is depicted by the blue curve. The area underneath
11 For

more information see Schewe and Levermann [50].
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Fig. 2.6 Critical level of planetary albedo in dependence of atmospheric CO2 concentration
(blue curve). If the current values of planetary albedo over India (horizontal red dashed line)
and of the atmospheric CO2 concentration (vertical dashed red lines) alter such that both (i.e
the intersection of the red lines) transgress the critical level, then the ISM switches into a
weak hydrological cycle.
the blue curve describes all values of planetary albedo and of CO2 concentration that mean
a sufficient land-to-sea temperature contrast. All values above the blue curve destabilize
the ISM and render a weak hydrological cycle. Put differently, if planetary albedo Atpl
transgresses its critical value Atpl,crit , the rainfall probability during the first δ days (Equation
2.2.22) is set to its minimum 1 − pm . Accordingly, Equation (2.2.22) is rephrased as
(
ptinit

=

ptinit,1 , Atpl < Atpl,crit
1 − pm ,
else.

(2.2.24)

The dependence of the critical albedo value on the atmospheric CO2 concentration Mt can be
expressed by:
Atpl,crit = α1pl · log(Mt ) + α2pl ,
(2.2.25)
where the parameters α1pl and α2pl are derived by a two-point fit to the bifurcation. The
change in the actual planetary albedo ∆Atpl relative to the present value of 0.47 is given by
(Charlson et al. [14]):
∆Atpl = 2(T pl )2 · (1 − As )2 · β pl · α3pl · BtSO4 ,

(2.2.26)

where T pl denotes the fraction of light transmitted by the aerosol layer, As is the present
value of the surface albedo, α3pl denotes the mass scattering efficiency and β pl depicts the
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backscatter fraction. The regional sulphate burden over the Indian peninsula BtSO4 evolves as
a
BtSO4 = EIND,t
· O · H SO2 ·V /Ω

(2.2.27)

where O is a conversion factor reflecting the chemical reactions in the atmosphere, V is the
sulphate lifetime measured in the number of days of the year, H SO2 is fractional sulfate yield,
and Ω is the size of the land (Venkataraman et al. [57]).
Although we modelled that aerosols affect the ISM directly in its onset phase, the consequence of assuming a weak hydrological cycle are preserved in lowering the rainfall
probability throughout the season (Equation (3.2.27)). In a nutshell, CO2 and SO2 emissions
affect the onset of the ISM, the range of rainfall intensity and thus the rainfall probability
throughout the season.

2.3
2.3.1

Simulations
Calibrating the ISM-related Damage Costs

Equation (3.2.14) requires calibration of the threshold values P̄drought and P̄ f lood marking
rainfall extreme events and of the resulting damage costs Ddrought and D f lood .
To calibrate the threshold values P̄drought and P̄ f lood we use the same frequency distribution, which is given by the MPI-ESM model ensemble, that also served to calibrate the
ISM model by Schewe and Levermann [50]. For the baseline calibration we postulate that all
seasonal mean rainfall values at the 5th percentile are associated with an especially dry year,
and that all values at the 95th percentile represent a year of extremely heavy rainfall. This
translates into P̄drought = 2.8667 [mm/day] and P̄ f lood = 7.6667 [mm/day].12
The calibration of the damage costs Ddrought and D f lood is challenged by the shortage
of estimations of past ISM-related damage costs and by uncertainty about the future GDP’s
vulnerability to extreme monsoon rainfall events. Among the few attempts to assess the
impacts of poor ISM rainfall on Indian GDP is the study by Gadgil and Gadgil [17], who
base their estimations on time-series from 1951 to 2003. Although the agricultural sector’s
contribution to GDP is decreasing over time, the impact of severe droughts on GDP remains
between 2 and 5 %, which is explained by the indirect impacts amplifying the direct effects:
12 It

is important to note that the seasonal mean rainfall values P̄t given by MPI-ESM do not necessarily match
observational data. Accordingly, the estimation of these threshold values might also differ from observations.
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crop failure leads to higher prices of agricultural products, which pushes inflation and reduces
the purchasing power, in particular of the rural population (Gadgil and Gadgil [17]). In
addition, the damage costs implied by water shortages that cut back energy generation by
hydropower plants, thermal and nuclear power plants might also increase in a more developed
economy. Following this estimation, we set Ddrought ∈ [2, 5] % of India’s GDP. The average
value of 3.5% represents the baseline calibration in this study.
Excess rainfall can lead to major river flooding that can damage important infrastructure and
disrupt economic activity. A recent estimate states that the Indian GDP affected by river
flooding on average per year is approximately 0.84% (WRI [63]).13 As the ISM contributes
about 80% of the annual precipitation in India (Gadgil and Gadgil [17]), it is reasonable to
assume that these flood-related damage costs are mainly caused by excess ISM rainfall. We
therefore set D f lood = 0.84 [% of GDP]. A potential positive impact of excess rainfall on
the food grain production is shown to be rather insignificant (Gadgil and Gadgil [17]). As a
consequence of lacking data, other damage costs caused in years of excess ISM rainfall are
not included in D f lood .14
The asymmetry in the losses related to droughts and floods is also reflected in a survey
of households in Uttar Pradesh, eliciting the household’s income and consumption vulnerability to various factors (Gin al. [18]).15 About 88% of surveyed households consider
droughts to be a major risk, while floods represent the biggest concern for only 0.2% of the
households.

2.3.2

Results and Discussion

Here, we present the results of the model, where business-as-usual policy corresponds to
the A2-ASF scenario from the Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) (IPCC [23]).
As this study is concerned with the problem of reconciling global and regional policy, the
A2-ASF scenario describing a very heterogeneous world with slow per capita income convergence is of particular interest.16
13 The

Aqueduct Global Flood Analyzer is a web-based interactive platform, which allows to estimate current
and potential future flood risk for a specific geographic unit, taking into account local flood protection levels.
14 For example, strong ISM rainfall is often accompanied with extremely strong winds that can prevent
economic activity near the coasts.
15 Among the risks the households were asked to rank the importance of were drought, crop failure, crop
disease, loss of livestock, price changes, illness, job loss, fires, flood and loss of land.
16 For a more detailed description of the A2-ASF scenario see Appendix 2 C.
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Given the stochastic nature of the ISM module, we follow Schewe and Levermann [50] in
performing 100 model realizations for each simulation. The results are presented in the form
of mean value and ±1 standard deviation range over 100 model realizations.
Results are produced for three different policy scenarios: the business-as-usual scenario in
which countries do not reduce emissions actively; the Nash scenario in which countries do
not cooperate but adopt their own, national emission policy; and the optimal scenario in
which countries pursue a global cooperative mitigation policy. The earliest possible time to
cut emissions is the year 2017, i.e. until the year 2016 emissions follow the business-as-usual
path.
As expected, India’s CO2 control rate is significantly higher in the optimal scenario than
in the Nash solution (Figure 2.7a).17 The more stringent CO2 mitigation policy in the optimal scenario lead i) to a lower atmospheric carbon concentration and ii) to instantaneous
co-benefits of improved air-quality, which can be achieved with virtually the same sulphur
emission policy as in the uncooperative scenario (Figures 2.7b and 2.8b). The u-shaped
sulphur control rate curve reflects the initial decrease in the sulphur control rate due to a
declining sulphur emission intensity of production and the subsequent increase of the control
rate due to decreasing sulphur abatement costs.

(a) Carbon control rate

(b) Sulphur control rate

Fig. 2.7 India’s emissions control rates in the scenario of global cooperation (blue curve) and
of no cooperation (red curve).
The effect of the different policies on the ISM rainfall statistics is illustrated by Figure
17 An

B.

overview of all regional CO2 emissions and CO2 control rates in the year 2100 is given in Appendix 2
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(a) Atmospheric carbon concentration

(b) Sulphur emissions, TgS

Fig. 2.8 Atmospheric carbon concentration and India’s sulphur emissions in the scenario of
global cooperation (blue curve), of no cooperation (red curve), and the business-as-usual
path (black curve).
2.9. To get an impression for the deviations in the statistics caused by anthropogenic interference, we additionally provide a ’historical’ seasonal mean ISM rainfall distribution
(Figure 2.9a). This means that initial rainfall probability and rainfall intensity on a rainy
day are kept constant, i.e pinit = 0.75 and Pwet = 9 (Schewe and Levermann [50]). This
distribution exhibits two interesting characteristics: ii) it features only few extremely dry
and few extremely rainy days (the threshold values Pdrought and P f lood are highlighted by
the vertical dashed lines); and ii) the distribution is skewed with many moderately rainy years.
Compared to the ’historical’ distribution, the distribution associated with the business-asusual path is rather flat (Figure 2.9b), featuring fewer years with moderate ISM rainfall and
many more years of droughts and torrential rain. Accordingly, anthropogenic interference
has a significant impact on the rainfall statistics. Compared to the business-as-usual path, the
two scenarios of emission reduction exhibit less many dry years and more years of moderate
rain. However, the economically optimal emission reduction efforts in the cooperative and
Nash scenario are not stringent enough to maintain the characteristics of the ’historical’ distribution’ (Figures 2.9c and 2.9d). Accordingly, adaptation to a rather flat rainfall distribution
must be key to Indian policy in the future.
We continue examining the role of environmental policy by looking at changes over time.
Figure 2.10 depicts an evolution of seasonal mean rainfall under alternative policies. For
the illustrative purpose, here we also add the results of a fictional scenario – referred to as
"historical" – where climate is characterized by the preindustrial conditions. As we men-
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(a) Historical distribution

(b) Business-as-usual solution

(c) Nash equilibrium

(d) Optimal solution

Fig. 2.9 The ISM rainfall statistics. a)-d) Distribution of seasonal mean ISM rainfall. Solid
lines show mean value and error bars illustrate ± 1 standard deviation over 100 realizations
of the model. The vertical dashed lines highlight the seasonal mean rainfall values that
correspond to the extreme damage-inducing rainfall events.
tioned earlier, under these conditions extreme events – extensive summer flood and drought
events – do occur. Business-as-usual solution exhibits stronger variability (Figure 2.10a). It
is characterised by "ups and downs" in seasonal mean rainfall values, switching between the
periods when rainfall exceeds the no-anthropogenic interference scenario and those when it
falls behind. During first simulation years, we observe strengthening of the summer monsoon
rainfall as it follows an upward trend. Next, sudden drop occurs with a number of consecutive
years of severe rainfall deficiency. Over the course of the following years, rainfall stabilises,
reaching and going beyond the long-term mean. Yet, starting from the middle of 21st century,
it follows a diminishing trend, which appears as a rather smooth reduction. By the year 2150,
years with severe ISM rainfall deficiency are remarkably frequent. In both Nash and optimal
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(a) Business-as-usual solution versus historical (b) Optimal solution versus Nash equilibrium
data

Fig. 2.10 Evolution of seasonal mean rainfall over time under alternative emissions control
scenarios.
solutions, seasonal mean ISM rainfall follows a diminishing trend, which coincide in the
near-term. The difference become more noticeable in a longer term. As evident from Figure
2.10, mean and confidence interval in the optimal solution are slightly above those in Nash
equilibrium.
To clarify causality behind the changes in the ISM rainfall over time, we refer to Figure 2.11. Figures 2.11a and 2.11b portray an evolution of daily rainfall intensity and rainfall
probability during monsoon onset, which constitute the two channels, through which climate
change alter ISM rainfall. As global warming accelerates, water vapour content of the
atmosphere increases, which leads to an increased daily precipitation intensity (Figures 2.11a
and 2.11b, green curve). In turn, seasonal mean rainfall elevates (Figure 2.10a). The reason
behind the sudden drop in rainfall probability during monsoon onset is illustrated in Figure
2.11c. Elevated aerosol burden over India initiates an increase in the planetary albedo, which
pushes the ISM system towards the bifurcation point, switching it to a "dry" state during the
monsoon onset.18 However, as atmospheric CO2 concentration rises, the critical planetary
18 Suppression

of the Indian summer monsoon rainfall in response to perturbation of factors, which govern
the heat balance of the system, i.e. the planetary albedo, the insolation, and the CO2, is a result of the modelling
studies by Zickfeld et al. [66]. Besides, weakening of Indian summer monsoon under sulfate aerosol forcing is
found by Meehl et al. [34] in experiments with global coupled ocean-atmosphere GCM. So far, there is no
observational evidence in support of this theory. Yet, geological records reveal that such abrupt transitions in
monsoon systems occurred in the past. A prominent example is West African Humid period during early to
mid-Holocene, when Sahara was much greener that today (e.g. Prentice et al. [45]). It is suggested that an
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(a) Business-as-usual

(b) Optimal solution

(c) Business-as-usual

(d) Optimal solution

Fig. 2.11 (a,b) Evolution of factors that define seasonal mean ISM rainfall – rainfall probability during the monsoon onset and daily rainfall intensity – in the business-as-usual and
the optimal solution; (c,d) Evolution of factors that define rainfall probability during the
monsoon onset in the business-as-usual and the optimal solution.
albedo shifts towards higher values thereby keeping the bifurcation point out of reach. Also,
aerosol intensity of production is decreasing over time, which widens the gap between the
actual planetary albedo and the critical one even further. Albeit, the stringent mitigation
efforts in optimal and Nash scenarios suffice to i) keep the albedo below the critical level
in every year (Figure 2.11d, red curve) and ii) to limit an increase in daily rainfall intensity
(Figure 2.11b, green curve).
important mechanism behind the Sahara greening was lowering effect of expanded North African vegetation
cover on surface albedo, which was strong enough to shift a desert into a savannah-type environment for a
period of time (Claussen and Gayler [15]). Based on that study, Brovkin et al. [8] developed a simple conceptual
model of climate-vegetation interaction, which depicts multiple stable states in the atmosphere-vegetation
system – i) low precipitation and absent vegetation and ii) moderate precipitation and permanent vegetation
cover. Noteworthy, the model developed by Zickfeld [65] and used in Zickfeld et al. [66] adopts the concept
from the box model by Brovkin et al. [8].
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(a) Business-as-usual policy

(b) Optimal solution

Fig. 2.12 The economic risk posed by severe excess of the ISM rainfall

(a) Business-as-usual policy

(b) Optimal solution

Fig. 2.13 The economic risk posed by severe deficiency of the ISM rainfall
The implications of the monsoon failure events for India’s economy are illustrated in Figures
2.12 and 2.13. Here we calculate the economic risk for both ISM rainfall extremes by
multiplying the occurrence of the event by the related damage. The near-term period of
prolonged droughts in the business-as-usual solution translates into a period of substantial
losses (Figure 2.13a). These costs are reduced in the optimal climate policy (Figure 2.13).
However, the efforts in the optimal scenario do now suffice to prevent changes in the climate.
First, accelerated global mean temperature increase induces the period of high risk of floods
in the near-term (Figure 2.12b). Second, large-scale dynamical changes associated with
global warming alter rainfall. In particular, mean sea level pressure over the region NINO3.4
decreases the probability of a moderate rainfall during the ISM season and thus increases the
risk of the damage-inducing droughts. We remind that discounting implies less concern for a
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longer-term damages. Thereby, present values of the ISM rainfall-related risks, presented in
the Figures 2.12 and 2.13, differ over time.
Next, we examine the implications of one-sided environmental policies, which target either
air pollution or global warming. Policy µ CO2 finds optimal carbon emissions control rate,
while making no (direct) effort towards sulphur control, i.e. µ aj,t = 0. Policy µ SO2 , in contrast,
is committed to curb sulphur emissions while keeping µ cj,t zero. The resulting seasonal
mean monsoon rainfall frequency distributions are depicted in Figure 2.14. We present both
against the optimal solution. The policy that targets only air pollution leads to an exposure
to an increased future risk of severe rainfall deficiency during summer (Figure 2.15). Even
though the sulphur control rate is sufficient to prevent transgressing the bifurcation point,
"dry" years become more frequent due to dynamical changes in climate system (here: the
MSLP in eastern Pacific). Policy that targets only carbon control is more successfull in
reducing the amount of “dry” seasons.19 That is, in terms of the ISM rainfall extreme events
carbon control policy plays bigger role than the sulphur policy. This is because carbon policy
has implications for a longer-term and larger scale changes. Importantly, success of carbon
policy in preventing the near-term droughts is conditional upon sufficiently strong and early
carbon control as these are the requirements for reaping the co-benefit of climate policy.
Business-as-usual sulphur emissions peak around the year 2030, thereby this is the time
when carbon policy is of particular importance.
Table 2.1 provides a summary of the policies implications for India’s welfare. It is evident that i) global cooperation scenario improves on the no-cooperation scenario; and ii)
benefits of only-carbon control significantly exceed those of only-sulphur control.
Table 2.1 Welfare gains of different policies: relative percentage change with respect to the
business-as-usual scenario.
Policy
Welfare gains, in %
Optimal solution 0.9867
Nash equilibrium 0.8109
µ CO2
0.8947
SO2
µ
0.2357

Coming back to calibration of the ISM-related damage function, we acknowledge uncertainty
in future GDP exposure to the ISM rainfall extreme events. As such, apart from agricultural
19 Although,

we remind that sulphur emissions in India peak around the year 2030 and then show diminishing
trend as business-a-usual scenario already incorporates sulphur control efforts.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.14 The ISM rainfall frequency distributions under policy µ SO2 (a) and policy µ CO2
(b). Both are presented against the optimal solution.
output, water scarcity might also jeopardize energy supply and power generation.20 Taking
this additional impact into account, our parametrisation of Ddought might be rather conservative. Accordingly, we consider the case when drought-related damage costs are higher
i.e. Ddrought = 5% and attempt to answer the question as to what extent the risk of increased
droughts defines India’s decision on carbon control rate.
Figures 2.16 and 2.17 illustrate the optimal and Nash solutions, respectively, for alternative damage costs specifications. We mention that in both policy scenarios the optimal
carbon control rate is identical for alternative damage costs. However, the associated risks
differ significantly (Figures 2.16b and 2.17b). Realizing the threat, why would India not
initiate substantially stronger control? Limiting atmospheric carbon concentration requires
global efforts and cannot be handled by single country. In turn, even assuming international
cooperation, countries base their policy decision on regional costs and benefits. Besides,
other factors, which are not explicitly modelled in our study, e.g. technological inertia, put
a burden on rate of change in the emissions control. Thereby, to some extent future risks
20 Note

that water scarcity does not only affect energy generation of hydropower plant but also of all power
plants that are cooled with water such as nuclear power plants and coal-fired power plants. As electricity supply
in India strongly depends on coal-fired power plants (IEA [21]), energy supply is threatened by the occurrence
of severe droughts. Indeed, there were some incidences in the past, where coal-fired power plants had to be
shut down due to water scarcity (see e.g. WEO [61]).
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Fig. 2.15 Difference in the risk posed by the deficient ISM rainfall events under policy µ SO2
relative to that of the optimal solution.
associated with climate change may already be locked in. In sum, our results highlight
yet another important implication for regional strategic planning. Global cooperation on
combatting climate change may not be sufficient to ensure avoiding an increase in extreme
events. In this view, investments in adaptation to flood- and drought-related events must
complement mitigation efforts to secure future regional welfare.
At last, we compare the optimal solutions i) with Ddrought = 5% and ii) with D f lood = 5%.
While optimal carbon controls coincide (not shown here), the associated ISM rainfall risks
differ significantly (Figure 2.18). The occurence of severe ISM rainfall excess events is lower
in comparison to severe deficiency events. However, floods are mostly near-term risk, while
droughts pose bigger threat in the future. This serves as yet another reminder of potential
implications of discounting for comparison of the risks that span over the long period of time.
In sum, we emphasize the three factors that define the risk of the ISM rainfall extremes in
present modelling framework: i) occurrence; ii) implications; and iii) time.
As a final remark, we note that our results are subject to uncertainties, in particular, related
to location of bifurcation point in the ISM system. In this respect, the multi-parameter
uncertainty analysis of a bifurcation point in surface albedo by Knopf et al. [26] suggests
that the occurrence of the bifurcation point in the ISM model by Zickfeld et al. [66] is robust
over a wide range of parameter values, but is sensitive to a parameter choice. The identified
most influential parameters include integral transmissions function in clear sky atmosphere,
parameter that determines outgoing long-wave radiation, constant for the determination of
eddy diffusivities, optical thickness of stratus clouds, and parameter of the temperature height
dependence. Also, Knopf [25] stresses the potential role of structural uncertainties, such
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(a) India’s carbon control rate

(b) Difference in the risk posed by the deficient
ISM rainfall events in case Ddrought = 5% relative
to Ddrought = 3.5%.

Fig. 2.16 Optimal solution for alternative drought-related damage costs
as the influence of Tibetan Plateau, which have not been analysed so far. Besides, due to
absence of cloud representation in our model, present study is limited to description of the
direct effects of aerosols. The indirect effects, i.e. via clouds, may alter current planetary
albedo Atpl towards higher values. All things considered, we stress the qualitative value of
our model results. We draw attention to the possibility of abrupt transition of the ISM system
towards low-precipitation state, which is characterized by prolonged period of extensive
droughts.

2.4

Conclusions

Environmental policy decisions are formed on the basis of the associated costs and benefits
occurring for each domestic region. However, a lack of international coordination may have
adverse implications for regional economies – for some more profound than for the others.
As such, in the present study we explicitly model the ISM system within a regional integrated
assessment model. The ISM is one of the tipping elements of Earth’s system, but so far it has
received unjustifiably little attention in the environmental policy literature.
We show that the ISM system is altered in response to both regional and global policies.
However, the geographical position of the South Asian countries predefined their marked
vulnerability to deviations in ISM rainfall. Extreme ISM rainfall events – severe floods or
severe droughts – hit the economy and compromise the livelihood of its numerous population.
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(a) India’s carbon control rate

(b) Difference in the risk posed by the deficient
ISM rainfall events in case Ddrought = 5% relative
to Ddrought = 3.5%.

Fig. 2.17 Nash equilibrium solution for alternative drought-related damage costs

Our results indicate that under a business-as-usual policy there is a potential for an increased frequency of extreme monsoon rainfall events in the following decades. Moreover,
we demonstrate that air pollution constitutes costs beyond those of health effects, as high
concentration of aerosols may weaken the ISM circulation, leading to prolonged period of
droughts. Our results suggest that policy mix in the Nash equilibrium solution suffice to
prevent transgressing the bifurcation point in planetary albedo value, although, an increase
in future extremes is substantial. The optimal solution improves on the Nash equilibrium
solution in terms of India’s welfare. Assuming the commitment of all regions to joint action
to curb emissions, India, in particular, initiates stronger carbon emissions control and, thereby,
reaps the co-benefit of climate policy in terms of better air quality and less frequent years
with severe deficiency of the ISM rainfall in the near-term. Nevertheless, we demonstrate
that even joint global efforts may not be sufficient to fully eliminate the risk, as discrepancy
in costs and benefits among the regions gives rise to a conflict of interests. We also note
that inertia in socio-economic system and technological change limit the rate of change in
emissions control and thereby the adverse impacts of climate change may already be locked
in. Thus, adaptation may be critical to future regional welfare. Research into adaptation
strategies for the South Asian region is a fruitful area for future research in the face of more
frequent extreme monsoon rainfall events.
To conclude, we answer the question: "Can India prevent summer monsoon extremes?". Our
modelling results advocate that it can’t; however, India is capable of limiting an occurrence of
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(a) The risk posed by the excess ISM rainfall, (b) The risk posed by the deficient ISM rainfall,
where D f lood = 5%
where Ddrought = 5%

Fig. 2.18 Optimal solution for alternative damage costs specifications.
extremes by means of stringent environmental policy. What’s more, regional efforts constitute
only part of the solution, as global cooperation with sizable contributions is necessary.
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Appendices
2A

Temporal Resolution Refinement and Robustness Check

In this section, we provide an overview of changes to the RICE-H model associated with
temporal resolution refinement. We denote the RICE-H model with a one-year time step
by RICE-H-1. Additionally, to better understand the impact of an alternative time step we
present the robustness check. Altering the time step from five-year to annual boils down to
interpolation of the time-varying parameters, adjustment of the discount factor, and recalibration of the carbon cycle and capital accumulation equations. Specifically, we perform
linear interpolation between the five-year time steps of projections on population growth,
urbanization trend, total factor productivity growth, trends of carbon and sulfur emission
intensities, and time-dependent coefficients of the abatement cost function.

(a) RICE-H: carbon control rate

(b) RICE-H-1: carbon control rate

(c) RICE-H: sulfur control rate

(d) RICE-H-1: sulfur control rate

Fig. 2.A.1 Comparison of RICE-H and RICE-H-1 results: optimal carbon and sulfur control
rates in Nash equilibrium.
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To demonstrate robustness of the model with a refined temporal resolution we replicate
the results shown in Figure 1 in Ikefuji et al. [22]. As evident from the Figure 2.A.1, the key
difference between the two models is the possibiliy to alter control rates on an annual basis.
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Optimal Carbon Control – Regional Heterogeneity

Figure 2.B.1 illustrates the regional efforts on carbon control rate and associated levels
of emissions in the year 2100 in the scenario of global cooperation (optimal) and of no
cooperation (Nash).

Fig. 2.B.1 Characterization of the regions by carbon emissions and carbon control rate in the
year 2100.
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2C

Calibration

Here, we direct attention to RICE-ISM parameter values, which correspond to those of
RICE-H and are not explained in the main text of the paper. Fixed economic parameters
in RICE-H correspond to those from Nordhaus and Boyer [41]. Time-varying parameters
are calibrated so that the business-as-usual solution resembles the A2 marker scenario from
the Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) that was commissioned by the IPCC
(Nakicenovic et al. [37]).21 The A2 marker scenario is quantified using the Atmospheric
Stabilization Framework model (ASF) as described in Sankovski et al. [49] and is thereby
denoted by A2-ASF.
Table 2.C.1 Average GNP per capita growth rates in A2-ASF in ASF regions from 1990 until
2100, in % per year (Sankovski et al. [49]).

Africa
2.21

Centrally Planned Eastern Europe Latin
Asia
and NIS
America
2.77
2.01
1.81

OECD OECD
East
West
1.04
1.13

Southeast Asia
and Oceania
2.36

Middle
East
1.41

USA

Global

1.00

1.32

The A2-ASF is characterized by rapid global population growth, which reaches 11 billion
by 2050 and 15 billion by 2100 (Figure 2.C.2a), and relatively slow GNP per capita growth
compared to other scenarios. In particular, A2-ASF predefines the regional GNP per capita
growth (Table 2.C.1) based on the A2 global GNP growth target in 2100 (trillion USD 1990)
of 250 ± 5%. Accordingly, TFP and emissions intensities in RICE-H, illustrated in Figures
2.C.2b - 2.C.3a, are calibrated to fit output and emissions in business-as-usual scenario to
those in A2-ASF.

21 To

facilitate model calibration for regions definition different from those in SRES, RICE-H uses the
downscaled projected population N j,t , population density PD j , and GDP data from Center for International
Earth Science Information Network (Center for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN)
[11] and Center for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN) [12])
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Table 2.C.2 The RICE-ISM model parameters.

Parameter Description
ε
Elasticity of output with respect to capital

Value
0.3

δk

Depreciation rate of capital

0.1

δc

Depreciation rate of CO2

0.0052

ρ

Discount rate

3 %/year

Ddrought

Drought-related damage costs

3.5% of GDP

D f lood

Flood-related damage costs

0.84% of GDP

ζ

Coeff. in the damage function approximation

1e+20

τ1

Temperature equation coefficient

0.724

Temperature equation coefficient

0.1

Pdry

Abatement cost parameters
Precipitation rate on a dry day

2.8
0 mm/day

P0wet

Precipitation rate on a wet day (historical)

9 mm/day

pinit
0

Initial probability of a wet state

0.75

pmax

Maximum probability of either state

0.82

δ
p′′

Memory period
Coefficient in rainfall intensity equation

17 days
0.42 mm/day

p0

Coeff. in initial rainfall probability equation

0.2

p′

Coeff. in initial rainfall probability equation

0.41

m0

Coeff. in initial rainfall probability equation

1008.649 mb

m′

Coeff. in the evolution of MSLP under GW

0.29

mNINO3.4
0

Coeff. in the evolution of MSLP under GW

1009.98344547 mb 2.2.3

O

Conversion parameter

1.5

As

Current surface albedo

0.16

H SO2

Fractional sulfate yield

0.65

Tpl

Fraction of light transmitted by above
aerosol layer

0.76

β pl

Backscatter fraction

0.29

α pl

Mass scattering efficiency

8.5 m2 /g

V

Sulfate atmospheric lifetime

2/365

Ω

South Asian area

4.12 · 1012 m2

α1pl

Coefficient in critical albedo relation

0.02

α2pl

Coefficient in critical albedo relation

0.37

τ2
ξ c,

ξa

Section

2.2.1

2.2.2

3.6

1.41

PD j,t
80

γ2, j

1.35

a
τ3,
j

0.01

-0.10

a
τ2,
j

· 103

-0.03

a
τ1,
j

γ1, j

0.7

τ cj

14.5

-6.20

-4.3

τ0, j

· 103

0.99

1.00

β3,c j

w j in %

-0.01

0.0

β2,c j 103

7.85

1.6

-0.07

3.6

1.7

-0.08

-0.03

0.98

EUR
0.01

Parameter USA
β1,c j
0.01

13.6

1.568

-0.15

0.3

37.52

-0.003

-0.031

0.56

-3.54

1.000

-0.003

JPN
0.004

5.510

1.418

-1.199

6.34

21.9

-0.01

-0.01

0.468

-2.971

1.000

-0.003

AUS
0.004

7.84

1.14

0.020

17.8

0.786

-0.175

-0.031

1.08

-6.77

1.00

-0.011

FSU
0.02

21.00

1.222

0.67

10.31

1.644

-0.08

-0.03

0.572

-3.48

0.946

0.239

CHN
0.054

19.63

1.520

3.3

2.18

6.7

-0.020

-0.031

0.62

-3.896

0.601

5.00

IND
0.092

21.94

1.66

1.458

3.25

13.5

-0.010

-0.03

0.588

-3.72

0.66

0.71

SEA
0.03

Table 2.C.3 Region-specific parameters.

8.4

1.21

-0.56

16.7

3.846

-0.035

-0.031

0.52

-3.255

0.85

0.0217

LAM
0.01

11.99

1.455

1.9

6.54

6.103

-0.022

-0.031

0.7

-4.422

1.051

0.260

MEN
0.007

16.8

1.83

2.42

18.64

3.925

-0.035

-0.031

0.656

-4.149

1.233

4.000

AFR
0.058
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Parameters that reflect climate change impacts, urbanization and abatement costs are not
represented in A2-ASF and are derived by Ikefuji et al. [22] from various sources. Parameters
β1,c j , β2,c j and β3,c j in climate-induced health impacts relation reflect regional vulnerability to
malaria, cardiovascular disease, diarrhoea and malnutrition. These are quantified by Ikefuji
et al. [22] after McMichael et al. [33].
a in RICE-H are calibrated after Spadaro and Rabl
Air-pollution-induced health impacts β j,t
[51], who trace the passage of the pollutant from the source to the affected receptors and
thereby evaluate the damage cost per tonne of sulfur dioxide. In addition, health impacts
vary both regionally and over time with urbanization r j,t and population density PD j . The
a
higher urbanization level and population density, the stronger the impact. Accordingly, β j,t
is defined as:
a
β j,t
= β0a · (PD j /80) · ((1 − r j,t ) + 2 · r j,t )
(B.0.1)

Urbanization is assumed to grow exponentially, converging to 0.95 by the year 2200, and is
fitted to match projections by UN [55] until 2050 (Figure 2.C.3c).
Damage function in RICE-H has a functional form that is identical to the one in Nordhaus [40], but coefficients γ1, j and γ2, j are recalibrated to exclude health impacts.
After Nordhaus [40], carbon abatement cost parameter α cj,t is chosen so that in every year
under 100% carbon control rate marginal cost of abatement matches the backstop price.
Calibration of sulfur abatement cost parameter, α aj,t , is based on global estimate by Bahn and
Leach [4] (Figure 3.8a).
Temperature equation parameters are chosen to normalize regional temperature changes
Z j,0 = 0. That is, temperature increase is considered relative to the year 2005.
All in all, Table 2.C.2 reports the RICE-ISM model parameters. Region-specific parameters
are listed in Table 3.A.1 with values presented in Table 3.A.2. Time-varying parameters are
listed in Table 2.C.5 and illustrated in Figures 2.C.2 and 2.C.3.
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Table 2.C.4 List of region-specific parameters.

Parameter
β1,c j , β2,c j ,β3,c j

Description
Equation
Coefficient in temperature-induced damage 2.2.6
function

a , τa , τa
τ0, j , τ cj , τ1,
j 2, j 3, j

Temperature equation coefficients

2.2.11

wj

Region’s share of global landmass

2.2.12

γ1, j , γ2, j

Damage function coefficients

3.2.11

PD j

Population density

B.0.1

Table 2.C.5 List of time-varying parameters.

Parameter
N j,t

Description
Population

Equation
3.2.1

ψ j,t

Technological efficiency

2.2.3

a
β j,t

Coefficient in air-pollution-induced damage function

2.2.7

ac
aa
σ cc
j,t , σ j,t , σ j,t

Emissions intensities

2.2.8

α cj,t , αta

Abatement cost coefficients

2.2.9

r j,t

Urbanization

B.0.1

(a) Global MAC (source: Bahn and Leach [4])

∂A

(b) Regional MACs in RICE-ISM: − ∂ E aj,t
j,t

Fig. 2.C.1 Marginal sulfur abatement costs (MAC).
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(a) N j,t

(b) σ ac
j,t

(c) σ aa
j,t

(d) σ cc
j,t

Fig. 2.C.2 Time-varying model parameters listed in Table 2.C.5
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(a) ψ j,t

(b) α cj,t

(c) r j,t

(d) αta .

Fig. 2.C.3 Time-varying model parameters listed in Table 2.C.5
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Chapter 3
The Indian Summer Monsoon in a
Changing Climate: Economic Impacts
and Adaptive Strategies
3.1

Introduction

India is currently the fastest growing developing economy. It is projected to remain so in
the fiscal year 2017, driven by strong private consumption and domestic reforms (United
Nations [39]). Although India’s economy is set on a path to growing, it is facing major
challenges. As such, (i) gross domestic product (GDP) per capita is still well below the
international average; (ii) illiteracy among the population is high; (iii) around 240 million do
not have access to electricity, etc. (e.g. The World Bank [36], IEA [14]). Furthermore, India’s
economy is vulnerable to the inherent climate variability. In particular, it is largely exposed
to the inherent variability in the Indian summer monsoon (ISM) rainfall. In fact, ISM-rainfall
forecast remains one of the factors cited in the economic development projections. The
summer monsoon season spans June and August. During this period, India receives about
80% of its annual precipitation. Years when the summer monsoon arrives late and rainfall is
scarce are associated with losses of about 2 − 5% in India’s GDP. Extreme excess rainfall
throughout the monsoon season poses a threat to the urban infrastructure, with losses of a
little less than 1% in GDP. The inherent inter-annual variability in the ISM rainfall results
from its complex interactions with land, ocean and the atmosphere (Zickfeld [44]).
Energy is central to achieving India’s development ambitions, which include increasing
the contribution of the manufacturing output. So far, three quarters of the energy demand
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is met by fossil fuels (IEA [14]) and India is among the top four CO2 emitting countries,
contributing 7% to the total global CO2 emissions (Olivier et al. [28]). The scale of global
emissions creates the risk of significant changes in climate, which pose a particular threat
to India; an increase in frequency of the ISM-rainfall extremes being among the projected
adverse impacts. For India, this means perpetual future losses. The close links between
climate change and sustainable development imply a question of balance between these dual
interests: economic development and mitigation efforts.
Recognising the risks that climate change poses, in an attempt to limit the global temperature increase to 2° Celsius, in 2016 world leaders signed a new global climate agreement:
the Paris Agreement. The Paris Agreement sets out the architecture for carbon emission
reduction after 2020. It safeguards the principle of common but differentiated responsibility,
which has remained a non-negotiable aspect of India’s climate position. It builds upon the
bottom-up approach of voluntary commitments or ”intended nationally determined commitments” (INDCs). India’s INDCs submission include: i) to reduce the emissions intensity
of its GDP by 33–35 per cent by 2030 from the 2005 level; ii) to achieve about 40 per cent
cumulative electric power installed capacity from non-fossil fuel based energy resources by
2030, with the help of transfer of technology and low cost international finance; and iii) to
create an additional carbon sink of 2.5–3 billion tonnes of CO2 equivalent through additional
forest and tree cover by 2030 (UNFCC [38]).
India’s INDCs have attracted international interest because of their fair and ambitious mitigation targets (Center for Science and Environment [5]). However, the feasibility of the targets
is still under question. For example, continued growth in coal-fired power generation to meet
electricity demand would lead to a lock-in of the carbon-intensive power infrastructure in
India. On a global scale, new coal-fired plants in India represent nearly half of the net coal
capacity added worldwide (IEA [14]). Also, if India is to meet its substantial development
needs, it would be irresponsible for any government to foreclose its development options
by declaring a cap on coal or fossil fuels. Much depends on the implementation of India’s
plans for expanding renewable energy, improvements in technology and the global resources
available for a low-carbon transition. The high price to pay for the potential failure of the
countries, including India, to meet their mitigation targets makes adaptation an important
component of sustainable development ambitions.
The present paper contributes to the literature by providing a long-term context for India’s decisions on mitigation and adaptation in a view of region-specific climate risks. For
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this, I developed an integrated assessment framework that explicitly captures the ISM system
and, in addition to mitigation, allows for adaptation to extreme monsoon rainfall events. To
the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no existing study that provides such an integrated
view on potential rainfall-related future damage costs for India’s economy. To this end,
existing studies that use regional modelling frameworks to access an interplay between
adaptation and mitigation consider highly aggregated damages that increase gradually and
smoothly wth temperature increase.
The paper is organised as follows. The following section elaborates on the design of the
integrated assessment model RICE-ISM-AD. Section 3.3 presents the model calibration.
Simulation results are presented in section 3.4. Section 3.5 summarises the results and draws
conclusions.

3.2

The Integrated Assessment Model

In this section, I will elucidate the integrated assessment model (IAM, henceforth referred
to as RICE-ISM-AD) that determines India’s optimal adaptation strategy in a view of ISMrainfall extremes. First, I will summarise existing modelling approaches for climate change
adaptation, highlighting studies that are of particular relevance to the present research (Section
3.2.1). Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 present the economy and climate modules respectively.

3.2.1

Modelling Regional Adaptation Strategies

The IPCC defines climate change adaptation as the process of adjustment to actual or expected climate and its effects (IPCC [16]). The broad spectrum of activities that falls under
this definition implies the existence of modelling approaches that differ in purposefulness
(e.g. autonomous vs. planned), timing (e.g. anticipatory vs. responsive), temporal scope
(short vs. long term), spatial scope (localised vs. widespread), effects (e.g. prevent, protect,
tolerate), form (e.g. legal, institutional ) and performance (e.g. cost-effective, efficient) (Smit
et al. [33]).).
Early integrated assesment modelling studies, with the exception of the PAGE model by
Hope (1993), did not explicitly capture adaptation. Instead, they presume the already optimal level of adaptation, which is included in the damage function (Tol and Fankhauser [37]).
Later efforts to access optimal response to climate change start to recognise the impor-
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tance of capturing adaptation as a policy variable. Among them, two general approaches to
represent the benefits of adaptation can be identified. First, the level of adaptation, which is
defined by the adaptive capital stock, enters the welfare function (e.g. Yatsenko et al. [43]).
The adaptation stock is accumulated by means of annual investments, thereby improving
welfare. Second, adaptation enters the damage costs function (e.g. de Bruin et al. [6]).
Furthermore, studies differ in the type of variable that reflects adaptation: stock (Yatsenko et
al. [44]), flow (de Bruin et al. [6]) or both (Agrawala et al. [1]).
There are a substantial number of studies based on the central-planner one-region framework
examining the optimal adaptation–mitigation mix (e.g. Bretschger and Valente [4]; Millner
and Dietz [25]; de Bruin et al. [6]). However, they overlook the dependence of the regional
climate policy’s success on the policies of the rest of the world. That is, the level of spatial
detail required to recognise the costs and benefits of adaptation measures may be more than
is possible in globally-oriented models. Local- or regional-level analysis is required (Patt et
al. [30]).
Current literature on the synergies and trade-offs between mitigation and adaptation that
employ a regional modelling framework is rather sparse. Buob and Stephan study the optimal
mix of adaptation and mitigation in a two-stage dynamic game of several identical regions.
The IAMs that endogenize an interplay between mitigation and adaptation are spinoffs of
existing IAMs e.g. RICE (de Bruin and Dellink) and AD-WITCH (Bosello et. al.). However,
it must be pointed out that they adopt damage functions, which neglect the possibility of
abrupt changes.
The present study develops a regional framework with explicit modelling of the regionspecific risk. In particular, I focused on the risk of more frequent extreme ISM-rainfall
events. The only curently available IAM that offers inter-linkages between the economy
and inter-annual ISM dynamics is the RICE-ISM model presented in the previous Chapter.
I extended RICE-ISM-AD by explicitly modelling adaptation to the ISM extremes. The
resulting IAM is elucidated below.
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3.2.2

The Economy Module

The world is divided into 11 regions, j = 1 . . . 11, based on geographical position, political
proximity and health vulnerability.1 Each region maximises its own welfare, balancing
regional costs and benefits while taking into account actions combatting climate change
undertaken by the rest of the world. This is modelled through an open-loop Nash equilibrium.
Note, several model parameters are time-varying. The time profile of these parameters is
available in Appendix 3 A.
The regional social welfare function is defined by a discounted logarithmic utility of per
capita consumption over the period 2005–2200 i.e. t = 0 . . . T and T = 1952 :
T

Wj =

L j,t · log(1 + c j,t )
,
(1 + ρ)t
t=0

∑

(3.2.1)

where c j,t = C j,t /N j,t is per capita consumption, L j,t is labour, and ρ > 0 is a pure rate of
time preference. Labour force L j,t is endogenous3 :
a
c
L j,t = (1 − λ j,t
)(1 − λ j,t
)N j,t ,

(3.2.2)

a and λ c quantify the fraction of the regional population N
where λ j,t
j,t suffering from a
j,t
4
climate- and pollution-related disease, respectively. It is further assumed that loss of health
due to disease gives the utility of zero. To reflect the preference for low consumption over
dropping out of the labour force due to ill health, the utility function of healthy individuals is
1 The

regions are: USA (USA and Canada), EUR (Western Europe), JPN (Japan), AUS (Australia and
Oceania), FSU (Former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe), CHN (China and centrally planned Asia), IND
(India and South Asia), SEA (South East Asia), LAM (Latin America and Caribbean), MEN (Middle East and
North Africa), AFR (Sub-Sahara Africa). Because India is by far the largest emitter of greenhouse gases among
South Asian countries, the present study discusses India’s policy while referring to the region IND. For the
purpose of clarity in model equation representations, the variables and parameters related to India are quoted in
the form XIND,t for variable or parameter X j,t .
2 India’s current climate policy fails to distinguish between reducing the risk to existing climate vulnerability
and measures that take into account changing risks in the future. In particular, the current strategy for disaster
management in India is limited to disaster mitigation and response and long-term planning is absent (lse [18]).
However, the long-term focus is especially important in view of the risk of increased intensity and frequency of
extreme ISM-rainfall events.
3 In recent years, an increasing number of studies on air pollution issues has focused on the health feedback
based on computable general equilibrium models, see, for example, Matus et al. [22]. The general equilibrium
models account for the effects of mortality from chronic exposure that prematurely removes workers from the
workforce. This requires not just an accounting of total premature deaths, but also a calculation of how much
labour is lost for each of those deaths. This literature provides a useful guide to the analysis of the impacts of
air pollution, as well as abatement policies on economic growth and social well-being.
4 The incidence of climate- and air pollution-related diseases is assumed to be independent.
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specified by:

log 1 + c j,t .

(3.2.3)

a and λ c are measured in terms of disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) lost due
Note, λ j,t
j,t
to disease. Ikefuji et al. [15] defines the following relation between regional temperature
atm and λ c :
change T j,t
j,t
c

c
atm β3, j
λ j,t
= β1,c j + β2,c j (T j,t
) .

(3.2.4)

a depends on the level of regional emissions E a and
The pollution-related disease burden λ j,t
j,t
varies with the region’s population density PD j and urbanisation r j,t (Ikefuji et al. [15]):
a
λ j,t
= β0a

PD j
(1 − r j,t + ζ r j,t )E aj,t ,
80

(3.2.5)

where β0a is the marginal impact of sulfur emissions in terms of DALYs per capita.
The regional output Y j,t is produced with a constant-returns-to-scale Cobb-Douglas production function in capital K j,t and labour L j,t given the state of technology ψ j,t :
Y j,t = ψ j,t K εj,t L1−ε
j,t ,

(3.2.6)

where elasticity of output with respect to physical capital is 0 < ε < 1. The evolution of the
physical capital stock is given by:
K j,t+1 = (1 − δ k )K j,t + I cj,t ,

(3.2.7)

where I cj,t are investments in physical capital and 0 < δ k < 1 is the associated depreciation
rate. Markets are competitive and factors of production are paid the value of their marginal
product.
The model exposition below utilises both a diagrammatic and a mathematical representation of the underlying model framework. For convenient access to the model structure, a
diagrammatic layout of the model is presented in Figure 3.1.
On a demand side, in all the regions except for India, output net of damage costs is distributed
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Fig. 3.1 Schematic representation of India’s decision space and associated implications for
the ISM rainfall.
between consumption, investment in physical capital, and abatement5 :
Y j,t − D j,t = C j,t + I cj,t + A j,t ,

(3.2.8)

where D j,t denotes the economic impacts of climate change and A j,t - abatement costs.
The abatement costs are proportional to carbon and sulfur control rates:
c

a

A j,t = α cj,t (µ cj,t )ξ Y j,t + α aj,t (µ aj,t )ξ Y j,t ,

(3.2.9)

where 0 < µ cj,t < 1 and 0 < µ aj,t < 1 are carbon and sulfur control rates respectively.
In India’s case, output net of regional damage costs DIND,t is distributed between consump5 Adaptation

as a policy variable is considered only for India due to an otherwise increased computational
cost associated with a wider control variables space. Should all regions choose between investments in
adaptation and mitigation, the underlying ISM-related risk may alter towards either increased or decreased
frequency of extremes. Nevertheless, the present model setup serves the qualitative nature of the question raised
well – India‘s optimal mitigation–adaptation mix in view of region-specific risk and constrained by mitigation
efforts of the rest of the world.
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tion, investment in capital stock, abatement, and investments in ISM-related adaptation6 :
f lood,adapt

c
YIND,t − DIND,t = CIND,t + IIND,t
+ A j,t + It

+ Itdrought,adapt ,

f lood,adapt

(3.2.10)

where It
and Itdrought,adapt are annual investments in adaptive capital stocks, Kt
and Ktdrought,adapt , respectively.

f lood,adapt

The adverse effects of climate change are driven by regional temperature change. Accordingly, in line with Nordhaus and Boyer [26], damage costs D j,t are given by:
D j,t =

d j,t
·Y j,t ,
1 + d j,t

j = 1 . . . 11

(3.2.11)

where d j,t is a fraction of output net of damage costs. In all the regions, except for India, d j,t
is defined by:

atm
atm 2
(3.2.12)
d j,t = γ1, j T j,t
+ γ2, j T j,t
atm is a regional temperature change relative to the year 2005 and γ
where T j,t
1, j and γ2, j are
recalibrated by Ikefuji et al. [15] to exclude health impacts, which are endogenous. The
damage function d j,t for India is different and comprises regional-specific climate risks.
More precisely, dIND,t is defined as:
atm
atm
dIND,t = γ1,IND TIND,t
+ γ2,IND TIND,t

2

+ dtISM ,

(3.2.13)

where dtISM is a fraction of output net of damage costs lost as a result of extreme ISM rainfall
events.
Figure 3.2 illustrates India’s damage function, dIND,t . Adverse impacts rise quadratically with
regional temperature increases (black line). Additional losses occur in years characterised by
an extreme deficiency or extreme excess of ISM rainfall, as shown by the red dotted line and
blue dotted line respectively. These losses decrease with an increase in the protection level,
which is defined by the respective adaptive capital stock. For example, the system of dykes
and polders reduces GDP exposure to extensive floods; while GDP exposure to extensive
droughts can be reduced by providing sufficient reservoir storage capacity, water recycling,
6 For

an extremely large country such as India, with a diverse cultural, economic and political dynamic, it
appears plausible that climate policy is not solely driven by the federal government. Rather, the sub-national
Indian states are influential policy–makers and drivers in multi–level climate policy decision-making and in
terms of the implementation of national mitigation and adaptation policies. This multi–stage political process is
ignored in the modelling framework.
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Fig. 3.2 India’s damage function, dIND,t
rainwater harvesting, and desalination.

Fig. 3.3 Historical frequency distribution of seasonal (June–August) mean ISM rainfall from
196 runs of a stochastic predictive ISM-rainfall model (the black line depicts mean value,
and error bars show ±1 standard deviation from 100 realisations of the model)
Extreme ISM-rainfall events are defined using the percentile-based index (Figure 3.3). In the
present study, an all-India seasonal mean rainfall is used as a proxy to characterise rainfall
during the monsoon season (June to August). Extensive damage-inducing floods in a year
t correspond to the value of the all-India seasonal mean rainfall Pt that exceeds the 95th
percentile of the historical rainfall frequency distribution. The value of the all-India seasonal
mean rainfall below the 5th percentile signifies damage-inducing droughts. Here, the all-India
seasonal mean rainfall P̄t is determined by a global mean temperature increase and aerosol
concentration over India. This is calculated by the simple conceptual ISM-rainfall model
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as explained in the subsequent section. The values of P̄t that correspond to the 5th and 95th
percentiles are denoted by P̄drought and P̄ f lood respectively.
To explicitly account for adaptation to ISM-rainfall extremes, I followed an approach by
Agrawala et al. [1] of extending the damage function.7 The resulting ISM rainfall-related
losses in terms of fraction of output net of damage costs are defined by the following step
function:

1

d drought ·
P̄t ≤ P̄drought

drought,adapt ,

1+ν drought Kt

dtISM = 0,
(3.2.14)
P̄drought < P̄t < P̄ f lood



1
d f lood ·
,
P̄t ≥ P̄ f lood
f lood f lood,adapt
1+ν

Kt

where parameters d drought and d f lood denote fraction of output net of damage costs lost in the
f lood,adapt
absence of adaptation to droughts and floods, respectively, and Ktdrought,adapt and Kt
are associated adaptive capital stocks.8 The parameters ν f lood > 0 and ν f lood > 0 reflect
the effectiveness of respective capital stock in reducing the damages. The simple functional
form in Equation 3.2.14 suffices to represent the defining property of adaptation commonly
accepted in current literature: decreasing marginal productivity of adaptation. It also limits
the protection level to between 0 and 1 so that infinitely large adaptive capital stock reduces
the ISM-related economic losses to 0 at most. The calibration of P̄drought and P̄ f lood will be
explained shortly in Section 3.2.3.
The adaptive capital stock evolves according to:
i,adapt
Kt+1
= (1 − δ adapt )Kti,adapt + Iti,adapt ,

i = {drought, f lood},

(3.2.15)

where Iti,adapt is India’s investment in adaptation and δ adapt is the adaptive capital depreciation rate. The suite of possible adaptation investments, inter alia, include crop and
livelihood diversification, the reduction of ecological degradation and desertification in per7 However,

in contrast to Agrawala et al. [1], I do not distinguish between proactive and reactive adaptation
for two reasons: i) there is no clear distinction between the two types; and ii) a perfect-foresight modelling
framework implies the ability to anticipate the impact and choose the optimal strategy in advance. In this spirit,
using a growth model with perfect information Dumas 2013 show that optimal adaptation strategy favours
proactive, not reactive, adaptation. Proactive measures are designed not only for present, but also for anticipated
future climatic conditions.
8 An alternative way to specify adaptation to the ISM extremes is to model the shift in the thresholds P̄drought
and P̄drought with increases in the adaptive capital. The interpretation is intuitive: the rainfall that was considered
to be risky is now well-adapted to. However, because it would make calibration even more challenging, the
present study refrains from using such a modelling approach.
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petual drought regions, expansion of irrigation and integrated water management, risk-based
construction planning, improving the drainage systems and flood control measures.
Note, for the purpose of a numerical solution, I considered a smooth approximation of
the ISM-related damage function d ISM as given by:
1
1
( · arctan[ζ (P̄drought − P̄t )] + )
π
2
1
1
1
+ d f lood ·
( arctan[ζ (P̄t − P̄ f lood )] + ). (3.2.16)
f
lood,adapt
π
2
1 + ν f lood Kt

d˜tISM (P̄t ) = d drought ·

1

1 + ν drought Ktdrought,adapt

Here ζ is a steepness parameter and π is a mathematical constant. In Equation (3.2.16), d˜tISM
is differentiable in the vicinity of the thresholds. Thus Equation (3.2.16) nests the original
Equation (3.2.14) without affecting the model properties.

3.2.3

The Climate Module

As mentioned earlier, the ISM rainfall plays a crucial role in the IAM. A climate module
aimed at creating a sound IAM for India has to take into account both by-products of fossil
fuel combustion – greenhouse gases (GHGs) and aerosols.9 Carbon dioxide and sulfur
dioxide emissions, E cj,t and E aj,t , are released into the atmosphere according to:
E cj,t
E aj,t

!
=

ca
σ cc
j,t σ j,t
aa
σ ac
j,t σ j,t

!

!
1 − µ cj,t
Y j,t .
1 − µ aj,t

(3.2.17)

Emissions are dependent upon i) the time-varying emission-intensity of the output, as capca
ac
aa
tured by parameters σ cc
j,t , σ j,t , σ j,t and σ j,t ; and ii) the chosen carbon and sulfur control rates,
0 < µ cj,t < 1 and µ aj,t respectively. Note, a climate policy that targets CO2 emissions acts to
reduce the carbon intensity of energy, and in effect simultaneously reduces the sulfur emissions. However, control of SO2 emissions might be limited to a relatively cheap technology
of flue-gas desulphurization, which has no effect on CO2 emissions. Thereby, parameter σ ca
j,t
ac and σ aa are positive.
is zero and σ cc
,
σ
j,t
j,t
j,t
Further, geophysical relationships describe how emissions are translated into climate change.
Carbon cycle dynamics are represented by the single-equation linearized model, which
9 Here

sulfate is representative of aerosol. Anthropogenic sulfate aerosol in the atmosphere derives from the
oxidation of sulfur dioxide emissions (Feichter et al. [9]).
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defines atmospheric carbon concentration according to:
11

Mt+1 = (1 − δ m )Mt + ∑ E cj,t ,

(3.2.18)

j=1

with δ m reflecting the annual depreciation rate of carbon. After Manne et al. [19], regional
temperature change is:
atm
atm
T j,t
= τ0, j + τ1 T j,t
+ τ2 Ttatm + τ cj log(Mt+1 )
a
a
a
a
a
+ τ1,
j E j,t+1 + τ2, j log(1 + τ3, j E j,t+1 ).

(3.2.19)
(3.2.20)

atm :
Global mean temperature change is a weighted average of regional temperature change T j,t
atm
Ttatm = ∑ ω j T j,t
,

(3.2.21)

j

atm is regional and T atm the global mean temperature change relative to the year
where T j,t
t
2005. A region’s share of landmass is given by ω j .

Since the climate change–monsoon nexus is at the forefront of the paper, we analyse monsoon dynamics in greater depth. The next equations describe the implications of local air
pollution, as given by E aj,t , and of global mean temperature change Ttatm for the inter-annual
ISM rainfall variability. To this end, Belaia and Glanemann [3] developed and calibrated
the extended version of the ISM-rainfall model by Schewe and Levermann [32]. Below I
elucidate the mechanisms that control ISM circulation and define precipitation strength and
variability. This is followed by a description of the corresponding conceptual modelling.
In the northern hemisphere summer, when the sun moves north of the equator, the land
is rapidly warmed as it absorbs solar radiation. As a result, land surface air expands and
starts to rise, forming a low pressure area. On the other hand, oceans have a greater heat
capacity and store heat within deep surface layers. That is, the air over land gets relatively
warmer and the air pressure becomes lower than over the ocean. The resulting land–ocean
pressure gradient force pushes moist air landwards. Thereafter the warmed air rises to
higher altitudes. In the upper troposphere the pressure gradient force acts in the opposite
direction leading to a high-level air flow from land to ocean. Followed by cooling, the
air sinks, closing the loop. In this form the summer circulation is sustained as long as the
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ocean–land temperature difference is present.10 While the ocean-land temperature gradient
is a necessary condition for the existence of the monsoon circulation, another important
driving force that defines the strength of the circulation is internal feedback. In the simple
model, the above-mentioned processes are conceptualised as follows. The model operates
on a quasi-daily timescale throughout the summer monsoon season, which spans 135 days
i.e. d = 1 . . . 135. The model’s simplification includes an idealized assumption about two
possible states of monsoon circulation, namely dry Pdry and wet Pwet , with weak and strong
daily precipitation respectively. Driven by both external forcing and internal variability, the
daily monsoon rainfall P(d) varies for d = 1 . . . 135 between the two states. During the onset
of the rainy season, rainfall probability ptinit is modulated by i) local air pollution; and ii)
other systems of Earth through teleconnections:
(
ptinit =

p′ · (mtNINO3.4 − m0 ) + p0 , Atpl < Atpl,crit
1 − pm ,
else,

(3.2.22)

where mNINO3.4 is the mean sea–level pressure over the region NINO3.4 (5S–5N and 170–
120W), which is used as a proxy summarising factors that define the ISM rainfall during its
onset.11 The planetary albedo value Atpl reflects the state of aerosol pollution over India. In
case planetary albedo transgresses the critical value Atpl,crit , the rainfall probability is at its
minimum, 1 − pm . Calibration of the critical level of the planetary albedo Atpl,crit is explained
in the following section.
The change in the planetary albedo Atpl relative to the value of 0.47 is defined by the
regional sulfate aerosol burden BtSO4 :
∆Atpl = 2Tpl2 · (1 − As )2 · β pl · α pl · BtSO4 .

(3.2.23)

where Tpl2 is the fraction of light transmitted by the aerosol layer, As is the present value of
surface albedo, α pl is the mass scattering efficiency, and β pl is the backscatter fraction.
10 The

fundamental principal behind the monsoon circulation was first formulated by Halley [13]. Further,
the theory was revised by Hadley in 1735, who accounted for the Coriolis force, arising from the rotation of the
earth, which acts to deflect winds in the Northern Hemisphere to the right.
11 The simple conceptual model is limited to capturing a single external forcing, which constitutes a good
predictor in the comprehensive climate model used in the study. Yet, the monsoon circulation development is
furthermore linked to, for example, Indian Ocean sea surface temperature, Eurasian snow cover and current
phase of Madden-Julian oscillations. These factors could be included by altering the parameter value pinit in
the model (Schewe and Levermann [32]).
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The regional sulfate burden over the Indian peninsula is given by:
BtSO4

O·H
a
= EIND,t

SO2 ·V

Ω

,

(3.2.24)

where O is SO2 into SO4 conversion factor, H SO2 is the fractional sulfate yield, and Ω is the
area.
The critical planetary albedo Atpl,crit is derived by Belaia and Glanemann [3] from the
bifurcation analysis of the ISM rainfall model by Zickfeld et al. [45]:
Atpl,crit = α1pl · log(Mt ) + α2pl ,

(3.2.25)

where Mt is the atmospheric carbon concentration.
The mean sea-level pressure over the region NINO3.4 weakens in response to global warming:
NINO3.4
mt+30
= m′ · Ttatm + mNINO3.4
,
0

(3.2.26)

where parameter m′ is negative and mNINO3.4
is MSLP over NINO3.4 in the absense of global
0
warming. By substituting Equation 3.2.26 into Equation 3.2.22, we mention that global
warming indirectly decreases rainfall probability during the onset of the monsoon.
After the monsoon circulation is established, it is sustained throughout the rest of the season
by moisture-advection feedback. The released latent heat from precipitation over land leads
to an increase in the temperature difference between land and ocean. The resulting enhanced
pressure gradient reinforces the monsoon circulation, pushing the moist air towards land. In
contrast, a lack of latent heat implies weaker precipitation through dry-subsidence feedback
(Schewe and Levermann [32]). In sum, the probability of rainfall on a day d, pd , depends
on the latent heat accumulated during the certain period δ prior to that day. In the model
by Schewe and Levermann [32]), the precipitation probability pt,d is proportional to the
normalised average rainfall p̂d :
p̂t,d ≡

1
δ

dry
∑d−1
i=d−δ P(d) − P
.
Ptwet − Pdry

(3.2.27)

Here the time interval [d − δ ; d − 1] is referred to as a memory period, and the correlation
between pd and p̂d as a memory effect. In order to avoid a locked-in precipitaiton state,
the normalised average rainfall p̂d is further adjusted according to a predefined maximum
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allowed probability pmax for either precipitation state.

pt,d



p̂t,d ≥ pmax
 pmax ,
=
1 − pmax , p̂t,d ≤ 1 − pmax


p̂t,d ,
else.

(3.2.28)

Besides the aforementioned factors, to a large extent, the intra-seasonal rainfall variability is
influenced by synoptic-scale stochastic atmospheric fluctuations, which are parametrized in
the model as a random variable Pr(d) with values uniformly distributed between 0 and 1.
Synoptic-scale variability confronts the memory effect, occasionally causing flips between
the two precipitation states on a quasi-daily timescale.12 I performed 100 realisations of the
model with random variable Pr(d) uniformly distributed between 0 and 1.13
Eventually, precipitation probability pt,d defines the state of precipitation rate Pt,d according
to:
(
Ptwet , Pr(d) < pt,d
Pt,d =
(3.2.29)
Pdry ,
else.
Averaging the daily precipitation over the season we arrive at a seasonal mean precipitation
rate Pt , Pdry ≤ Pt ≤ Ptwet :
1 135
Pt =
(3.2.30)
∑ Pt,d .
135 d=1
In a nutshell, global mean temperature increases Ttatm and regional sulfur emissions E a alter
the seasonal mean monsoon rainfall Pt . Following Schewe and Levermann [32], the historical
frequency distribution of the seasonal mean ISM rainfall is developed by setting ptinit = 0.75
and Ptwet = 9. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Further, the 5th and 95th percentiles of the
historical frequency distribution determine the location of the thresholds – P̄drought and P̄ f lood
– in the ISM rainfall-related damage function (Equation (3.2.14)).
The presented ISM-IAM framework provides an elegant and powerful tool to think about
climate dynamics and adaptive capacity in India. Our immediate goal is to calibrate the
model with data from India and use it to explore the relative importance of adaptation vs.
mitigation in the course of climate change.
12 Synoptic-scale

stochastic atmospheric fluctuations allude to regional weather variability.
facto, the values are pseudo-random and are generated in GAMS through a deterministic algorithm
(McCarl et al. [23]).
13 De
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3.3

Calibration

I will now discuss how the model was calibrated. The constant economic parameters adopted
from the RICE model by Nordhaus and Boyer [26] are given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 The selected RICE model parameters.
Parameter Description
ε
Elasticity of output with respect to capital

Value
0.3

δk

Depreciation rate of capital

0.1

ρ

Discount rate

3 % per year

The A2-ASF marker emissions scenario from the Special Report on Emissions Scenarios
(SRES) serves as a business-as-usual scenario in the model.14 Accordingly, time-varying
parameters are calibrated to fit the A2-ASF trends in technological development, population growth, and CO2 and SO2 emissions to the model results under no adaptation and no
mitigation efforts.15 The A2-ASF scenario describes the heterogeneous world shaped by
aspirations for regional identity and fragmentation. As such, (i) technological change varies
among regions depending on local resource availability, education level, and culture; (ii)
slow technology diffusion and differences in productivity maintain uneven economic growth;
(iii) technology diffusion barriers result in low energy efficiency and high energy intensity
of gross national product (GNP); (iv) resource availability in the region defines its fuel mix;
and (v) environmental concerns are mainly related to local air pollution. Among the SRES
marker scenarios, the A2-ASF presumes the lowest degree of convergence or “catch-up”.16
Table 3.2 India’s GDP per capita gap relative to the United States in the year 2060. Own
calculations for RICE-ISM-AD and RICE-99.

14 The

Source
RICE-ISM-AD (business-as-usual)

Log point difference, %
-303.4

RICE-99

-294.4

OECD [27]

-129.5

A2-ASF scenario belongs to the A2 family of scenarios and is quantified by Sankovski et al. [31].
3 A lists the time profiles of the time-varying parameters.
16 Note, conversion of the national currencies into US dollars is based on the market exchange rates (MER).
Although the purchasing power parity exchange rate (PPP) is a better approach for the purpose of welfare
comparison across countries, as is the real exchange rate (RER), the PPP data is rather scarce (Van Vuuren
and Alfsen [40]). What is crucial in the context of the present research is that the MER-based approach
overestimates future economic growth in developing countries. In turn, India’s slower economic growth in the
PPP exchange rate means it is more vulnerable to climate change.
15 Appendix
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To relate projections on “catch-up” in RICE-ISM-AD to existing studies, I listed alternative
projections of the output per capita gap. Due to the specific interest of the present study, I
focused on the output per capita gap between India and the US (Table 3.2).
From Table 3.2, it is evident that RICE-ISM-AD presumes the level of India’s catch-up
relative to the US (in the year 2060) to be similar to that of the RICE-99 model. The difference between the RICE-ISM-AD model results and the study by OECD [27] can partially
be explained by the use of distinct exchange rates. While RICE-99 and RICE-ISM-AD use
1990 USD and 2005 USD market exchange rates respectively, OECD [27] employs constant
2005 PPPs.
Next, I decomposed the factors that drive GDP per capita differences between India and the
US in RICE-ISM-AD. The time evolution of these factors is given in Figure 3.4. Followed by
population and physical capital, total factor productivity (TFP) plays a major role in defining
the gap.17 Furthermore, it is mainly an increase in TFP that diminishes the gap over time.

Fig. 3.4 Time-varying contributions of production factors to India’s GDP per capita gap
relative to the United States at market exchange rates in terms of log point differences: the
business-as-usual solution in the RICE-ISM-AD model
To sum up, Figure 3.5 illustrates the heterogeneity between the regions in the business-asusual scenario in the RICE-ISM-AD model.
17 Similarly,

OECD [27] projects that it is multi-factor productivity that is the most influential factor driving
the per capita output difference between India and the US in the year 2060.
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Fig. 3.5 Characterisation of regions in terms of GDP per capita and climate change damage
in the year 2100: results of the business-as-usual scenario of the RICE-ISM-AD model
Calibration of the ISM rainfall-related damage function encompasses: (i) definition of
extreme events i.e. P̄drought and P̄ f lood ; (ii) damage costs in the absence of adaptation i.e.
d drought and d f lood ; and (iii) effectiveness of adaptation i.e. ν f lood and ν drought . Extreme
events are defined relative to the historical state of seasonal mean ISM rainfall. The seasonal
mean ISM-rainfall values corresponding to the 5th and 95th percentiles are P̄drought = 2.8667
mm/day and P̄ f lood = 7.6667 mm/day respectively. Damage costs in the absence of adaptation are estimated based on the evidence from the last few decades. In particular, from
studies by Gadgil and Gadgil [11] and by WRI [42], Belaia and Glanemann [3] set d drought to
3.5% of India’s GDP and d f lood to 0.84% of GDP. Severe droughts cause drop in agricultural
yield, leading to inflation and diminishing purchasing power among rural communities,
which create a snowball effect that sweeps through the entire economy. Note, 57% of India’s
population is rural (The World Bank [35]) and 51% of total employment is in agriculture
(The World Bank [34]), hence, India’s GDP exposure to severe drought. Besides agricultural output, water scarcity may also jeopardise energy supply and power generation. The
economic impacts of floods include infrastructural damage and disruptions in economic
activity. In particular, the value d f lood reflects the level of GDP exposed to river flooding.
The ISM-rainfall damage function in the absense of adaptation is illustrated in Figure 3.6.
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Fig. 3.6 The ISM rainfall-related damage function dtISM in the absense of adaptation.
To increase resilience to extremes, India may choose to “climate-proof” the investments by
building adaptive capital stocks.18 The existing estimates on financial flows needed are rather
conservative.19 I calibrated ν f lood and ν drought based on the findings by Margulis and Narain
[20]. Margulis and Narain [20] use the results of two climate models for the A2 emissions
scenario to evaluate potential risks of floods and water scarcity, which makes it a particularly
good fit for the present modelling framework. For the identified risks, they calculate annual
investments until the year 2050 in industrial and municipal water supply and the riverine
flood protection necessary to reach the level of the baseline condition of no climate change.
The flood protection measures include a system of dykes and polders, costing 50 000 USD
per square kilometre in urban areas and 8000 USD per square kilometre in agricultural areas.
Future industrial and municipal water demand is met by increasing the capacity of surface
18 Naturally,

India’s capability to cope with climate change impacts can also be improved via new legislation
and institutional frameworks. For example, economic losses due to climate change may be mitigated via
well-developed insurance system that can be accessed by all households and companies. The difference in
losses between the no-insurance and the full-insurance case arises from two factors. First, with insurance
companies and households can restore their assets, allowing for a more rapid recovery of the economic activity.
Second, insurance prevents a reduction in the final demand from affected companies and households that have
to rebuild their savings or pay back their debt. Such institutional adaptations to cope with climate change are
beyond the scope of the present modelling approach.
19 It is fair to acknowledge that the uncertainties in climate cost estimates are great and the effectiveness of
adaptation measures will depend strongly on the quality of implementation.
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reservoir storage. When it costs more than 0.30 USD a cubic metre, the other measures
are implemented – recycling, rainwater harvesting, and water desalination – at a cost of
0.30 USD a cubic metre. Accordingly, Margulis and Narain [20] estimate that the necessary
annual investments in flood protection in South Asia are up to 1.6 billion USD, and annual
investments in water supply are up to 2.4 billion USD. Based on this data, I evaluated the
capital stocks necessary to fully eliminate the risks by 2050 and calibrate ν f lood and ν drought
accordingly. Specifically, I set ν f lood = ν drought = 1000. Note, in line with the physical
capital depreciation rate, the depreciation rate of adaptive capital δ adapt is set to 0.1. Figure
3.7 illustrates the residual damages, which are dependent to the size of the adaptive capital
stock.

(a) Drought-related damage costs

(b) Flood-related damage costs

Fig. 3.7 Residual damage costs as a function of adaptive capital.

(a) Global MAC (source: Bahn and Leach [2])

∂A

(b) Regional MACs in RICE-ISM: − ∂ E aj,t
j,t

Fig. 3.8 Marginal sulfur abatement costs

Parameter
τ1 , Temperature equation coefficient
τ2 , Temperature equation coefficient
Pdry , Precipitation rate on a dry day
P0wet , Precipitation rate on a wet day (historical)
pinit
0 , Initial probability of a wet state
pmax , Maximum probability of either state
δ , Memory period
p′′, Coefficient in rainfall intensity equation
p0 , Coefficient in initial rainfall probability equation
p′ , Coefficient in initial rainfall probability equation
m0 , Coefficient in initial rainfall probability equation
m′ , Coefficient in the evolution of MSLP
mNINO3.4
, Coefficient in the evolution of MSLP
0
O, Conversion parameter
As , Current surface albedo
H SO2 , Fractional sulfate yield
Tpl , Fraction of light transmitted by aerosol layer
β pl , Backscatter fraction
α pl , Mass scattering efficiency
V , Sulfate atmospheric lifetime
Ω, South Asian area
α1pl , Coefficient in critical albedo relation
α2pl , Coefficient in critical albedo relation

Value
0.724
0.1
0 mm/day
9 mm/day
0.75
0.82
17 days
0.42 mm/day
0.2
0.41
1008.649 mb
0.29
1009.9835 mb
1.5
0.16
0.65
0.76
0.29
8.5 m2 /g
2/365
4.12 · 1012 m2
0.02
0.37

Table 3.3 The climate module parameters

Belaia and Glanemann [3]

Schewe and Levermann [32]

Ikefuji et al. [15]

Source
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The health impacts of increased temperatures are calibrated after McMichael et al. [24],
who estimates the likely proportional change in the burden of each disease under climate
change. Since long-term observational data of health consequences of climate change is
missing, McMichael et al. [24] adopt a model-based approach. They link the Hadley Climate
Model (Johns et al. [17]) projections of geographical distribution of changes in the principle
characteristics of climate to disease-specific models to evaluate changes in relative risk of
each disease under climate change.
After Nordhaus and Boyer [26], parameters ξ c and ξ a are set to 2.8, indicating that abatement costs increase with emissions control rates. Calibration of α cj,t and α aj,t (i) entails an
assumption of the diminishing price of backstop technology over time; and (ii) relies on the
global marginal sulfur abatement cost curve from Bahn and Leach [2] (Ikefuji et al. [15]).
Figure 3.8b illustrates the global marginal abatement cost by Bahn and Leach [2] (a) and
downscaled to regions’ marginal abatement cost functions by Ikefuji et al. [15].
The fixed climate module parameters are given in the Table 3.3. Putting all these numbers together, what do they imply for the ISM dynamics and welfare maximising policies in
India? In the next section I present numerical model simulations.

3.4

Results

I start by analysing the business-as-usual scenario, where neither mitigation nor adaptation
efforts are undertaken in the period between year 2005 and 2200. The climate impacts of
such policies include temperature increase and local air pollution. In the case of India, anthropogenic interference also alters the variability of the ISM rainfall. To depict the changes in the
inter-annual ISM rainfall variability, I contrast the solution of the business-as-usual scenario
to the historical ISM-rainfall distribution (Figures 3.9a and 3.9b). The vertical dashed lines
in Figure 3.9 show the definition of the extreme rainfall events. Business-as-usual policy is
characterised by a shift in the inter-annual ISM-rainfall variability compared to the historical
distribution. In particular, years with severe excess and severe rainfall deficiency are more
frequent, while moderate rainfall events are less frequent. Next, I turn to the description of
the Nash equilibrium solution, where the objective is regionally optimal climate policy.20
20 The

risk of increased ISM rainfall extremes is faced by South Asian countries with no direct impact on the
rest of the world. Therefore, the present study refrains from consideration of the optimal solution, where the
regions balance the global costs and benefits.
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The Nash equilibrium is solved using the iterative algorithm.21

(a) Business-as-usual solution (2005-2200)

(b) Historical frequency distribution

Fig. 3.9 Frequency distribution of seasonal mean rainfall

Balancing the regional costs and benefits of climate policy, regions initiate emissions controls.
India, in addition, evaluates the costs and benefits of adaptation to the ISM-rainfall events.
Resulting sulfur and carbon control rates are illustrated in Figure 3.10. In the absence of
adaptation, there is less output available to invest in mitigation. Thereby, optimal emissions
control rates under no adaptation are slightly lower. In both cases – with and without adaptation – stringent policy is not sufficient to prevent ISM rainfall extremes (Figure 3.11). The
two distributions are visually identical to the business-as-usual solution.
The evolution of economic risks associated with an increased frequency of extremes in
the business-as-usual and Nash equilibrium solution are illustrated by Figure 3.12. Both
presume the absence of adaptation efforts. Here, the risk is defined by the likelihood of
occurence of the extreme (out of 100 realisations of the model) times the impact. Although
the two scenarios share similar frequency distribution of the seasonal mean rainfall, the
evolution of economic risk over time highlights the difference. The stacked-bars plot in
Figure 3.12 also sheds more light on the proportional risk of both scenarios. In particular,
in the absence of mitigation efforts, droughts pose greater risks than floods do. First, the
the impact is 2.66 percentage points greater. Second, the near-term “dry” years are likely to
occur due to enhanced aerosols concentration, which is followed by the weakening of the
21 The

algorithm is based on the application of the backward induction procedure in finite games of perfect
information (Mas-Colell et al. [21]). The optimisation problem is solved in the General Algebraic Modeling
System (GAMS Development Corporation [12]).
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(a) Carbon control rate

(b) Sulfur control rate

Fig. 3.10 India’s optimal emissions control rates in the Nash equilibrium with adaptation
(green line) and in the absense of adaptation (red line) to the ISM-rainfall extreme events

(a) No adaptation

(b) Adaptation

Fig. 3.11 Frequency distribution of seasonal mean rainfall over the period 2005-2200 in Nash
equilibrium
monsoon circulation.22 Mitigation efforts do not lower the risk, but do change the major
contributing factor to the risk in the near-term. As global warming accelerates, floods become
more frequent. Despite the relatively low impact of floods – 0.84% versus 3.5% of GDP, in
the near-term, they pose a threat comparable to that of droughts.
Next, we answer the question whether investments in adaptive capital are justified i.e.
whether they pay off over time. The evolution of adaptive capital stocks for scenarios with
and without mitigation is illustrated in Figure 3.13. The choice between investment into floodor drought-related adaptation depends on the presence of emissions control. In the absence of
22 After

the IPCC report, the term “likely” is used to indicate a likelihood of more than 66%.
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(a) No mitigation

(b) Mitigation

Fig. 3.12 Evolution of the economic risks in the absense of adaptation: flood-related (blue
bars) and drought-related (red bars)
mitigation, droughts represent a primary risk and requires stringent adaptation efforts. While
initiated mitigation efforts are sufficient to reduce the risk of near-term droughts, global mean
temperature increases drive up the risk of floods. Thus, optimal policy is characterised by
stronger investments in flood-related adaptation. In both scenarios of emissions control, the
benefits of investments in adaptation are apparent (Figure 3.14).
To sum up the above discussion, I calculate the welfare gains relative to business-as-usual
policy for three alternative policy mixes: i) mitigation and adaptation; ii) adaptation and no
mitigation; and iii) mitigation and no adaptation. The results are given in Figure 3.15, from
which I derive two main policy conclusions. First, the policy that simultaneously addresses
both a reduction of the risk (mitigation) and a reduction in vulnerability (adaptation) gives
greater welfare gains. Second and most important, adaptation appears to be of greater impor-
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(a) No mitigation

(b) Mitigation

Fig. 3.13 Evolution of adaptative capital stocks Ktdrought,adapt (red line) and Kt
line) under alternative emissions control policies

f lood,adapt

(blue

tance than mitigation. This result is driven by the limited success of mitigation in reducing
the risk, which in turn is a consequence of the problem often referred to as “the tragedy of
global commons”23 . The incremental cost of each individual region to increase emissions
control exceeds the benefit. The rational decision is then to continue emitting. As a result
of inter-regionally uncoordinated emissions, the so-called natural capital is degraded. That
is, individual region’s rationality leads to collective irrationality. India’s ability to reduce
the future occurence of ISM-rainfall extremes is constrained by the actions of the rest of
the world. Benefits from actions on adaptation, in contrast, are enjoyed locally. Therefore,
from the perspective of welfare gains, our results suggest the need to implement adaptation
strategies.
Lastly, I finish on a note of caution. I see this paper as a first attempt to balance the
benefits and costs of adaptation measures in India. In this regard, inevitably the study would
have benefited from a more disaggregated setup including a greater number of adaptation
strategies. However, due to the limitation of existing data, this study concentrates on highly
aggregated abatement policies. In time such adaptation data may be forthcoming therefore
allowing more important analyses of even greater benefit to the Indian policymakers.
23 See

Friedman (1971) for the economics of the common pool.
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(a) No mitigation

(b) Mitigation

Fig. 3.14 ISM rainfall-related damage costs with adaptation (red line) and without adaptation
(green line) under alternative emissions control policies

Fig. 3.15 Welfare gains for alternative emissions control and adaptation policies: percentage
change relative to the business-as-usual scenario

3.5

Conclusions

It is now widely recognised that developing countries are particularly vulnerable to climate
change. Yet, the question remains: what is the optimal response to potential future threats
posed by a changing climate. Put differently, what is the relative importance of adaptation
efforts? To answer this question one needs to evaluate the associated economic risk. The
economic risks vary with region-specific climate conditions and GDP exposure to climate
change. Hence, development of adaptation strategies requires a better understanding of the
region-specific risks. The present study focuses on India’s adaptation strategies in view of a
projected risk of increased frequency of the ISM rainfall extremes under anthropogenic interference. Alteration of the Indian summer monsoon (ISM) rainfall variability is considered to
be among the most significant potential impacts of climate change on India (e.g. Panda [29]).
The modelling framework in the present research is characterised by the integrated adaptation–
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mitigation view, regional detail for impacts and adaptation strategies, intertemporal decisionmaking, and connection with empirical work on the impacts and adaptation costs. It advances
on previous studies which: i) draw upon isolated treatment of adaptation (e.g. Fankhauser et
al. [8]), ii) are static; iii) employ a global modelling framework (e.g. Bretschger and Valente
[4], Millner and Dietz [25], de Bruin et al. [6]); and iv) employ a highly aggregated damage
function (e.g. Bosello et. al.). The integrated adaptation–mitigation view is essential for two
reasons. First, the monsoon rainfall–related risk is attributed to both the extent of climate
change and India’s GDP exposure to floods and droughts and therefore can be moderated
through both mitigation and adaptation. Second, the two policy substitutes – mitigation and
adaptation – compete for investment.
In line with the literature (e.g. de Bruin et al. [6]), I find that complementing mitigation with adaptation has a positive effect on regional welfare and that benefits of adaptation
only, exceed those of mitigation only. In fact, adaptation is already a powerful tool to
reduce adverse effects in the short-term. Interestingly, in contrasting scenarios with and
without adaptation, results suggest that in the presence of adaptation, India initiates increased
(although, slight) mitigation efforts. This increase is attributed to the following reasons.
By decreasing the GDP exposure to the ISM rainfall events, adaptation decreases the risks
that are locked-in. The locked-in effects occur due to India’s limited ability to reduce the
occurrence of the extremes, i.e. combat climate change without the stringent mitigation
efforts initiated by the rest of the world. Thereby, adaptation acts to increase the output net
damage costs available for investment in mitigation.
The potential future extensions to the model include: i) distinction between the three types
of adaptation: market adjustments, protective/defensive expenditures and adaptive/coping
expenditures; ii) explicit treatment of uncertainty; and iii) representation of induced innovation in adaptation-related technologies. These would advance the model to satisfy five
characteristics of the ideal integrated assessment model focusing on climate impacts and
adaptation as identified by Fisher-Vanden et al. [10].
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Time-varying and Region-specific Model Parameters
Table 3.A.1 List of region-specific and/or time-varying parameters.

Parameter
N j,t

Description
Population

Equation
3.2.2

β1,c j , β2,c j ,β3,c j

Temperature-induced damage function coeff.

3.2.4

r j,t

Urbanization

3.2.5

PD j

Population density

3.2.5

ψ j,t

Technological efficiency

3.2.6

α cj,t , αta

Abatement cost coefficients

3.2.9

γ1, j , γ2, j

Damage function coefficients

3.2.11 and 3.2.12

a , τa , τa
τ0, j , τ cj , τ1,
j 2, j 3, j

Temperature equation coeff.

3.2.19

ac
aa
σ cc
j,t , σ j,t , σ j,t

Emissions intensities

3.2.17

wj

Region’s share of global landmass

3.B.1a
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(a) r j,t

(b) αta .

(c) N j,t

(d) σ ac
j,t

(e) σ aa
j,t

(f) σ cc
j,t

Fig. 3.A.1 Time-varying parameters I
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(a) ψ j,t

(b) α cj,t

(c) r j,t

(d) αta .

Fig. 3.A.2 Time-varying parameters II

-0.007
0.998
-6.20

0.000

1.000

-4.34

0.696

-0.03

-0.10

1.352

14.46 3.57
0.005 -0.07

1.409

3.624

β2,c j 103

β3,c j

τ0, j

τ cj

a
τ1,
j

a
τ2,
j

a
τ3,
j

w j in %
γ1, j 103

γ2, j 103

PD j,t
80

7.853

1.558

1.651

-0.083

-0.031

0.978

EUR
0.012

Parameter USA
β1,c j
0.009

21.89

-0.006

-0.031

0.468

-2.971

1.000

-0.003

AUS
0.004

0.786

-0.175

-0.031

1.077

-6.767

1.000

-0.011

FSU
0.020

13.56

1.568
5.510

1.418
7.837

1.139

0.28
6.34
17.75
-0.154 -1.199 0.020

37.52

-0.003

-0.031

0.555

-3.538

1.000

-0.003

JPN
0.004

21.00

1.222

10.31
0.671

1.644

-0.08

-0.031

0.572

-3.480

0.946

0.239

CHN
0.054

19.63

1.520

2.18
3.311

6.668

-0.020

-0.031

0.619

-3.9

0.601

5.000

IND
0.092

Table 3.A.2 Region-specific parameters.

21.94

1.663

3.25
1.458

13.498

-0.010

-0.031

0.588

-3.723

0.664

0.709

SEA
0.033

6.103

-0.02

-0.03

0.698

-4.42

1.051

0.260

MEN
0.007

3.925

-0.035

-0.031

0.656

-4.15

1.233

4.000

AFR
0.058

8.412

1.205

11.99

1.455

16.8

1.828

16.66 6.54 18.64
-0.557 1.900 2.415

3.846

-0.035

-0.031

0.522

-3.255

0.846

0.022

LAM
0.013
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The Inter-annual ISM-rainfall Variability

Here, I shed more light on the processes that drive changes in the ISM rainfall under anthropogenic interference, and define the economic risk illustrated in Figure 3.12. To do so,
I present the evolution of selected climate variables over time for two alternative policies:
mitigation (Nash equilibrium solution) and no mitigation efforts (business-as-usual). Both
policies are characterised by the absence of adaptation.
Global mitigation efforts in Nash equilibrium lead to lower global mean temperature increase
relative to the business-as-usual policy (Figure 3.B.1a). Sulfur emissions reduction is a result
of India’s climate policy and application of flue-gas desulphurization techniques i.e. µtc and
µta (Figure 3.B.1b). Note, certain level of sulfur emissions control is already assumed in the
A2-ASF scenario. Specifically, India’s sulfur emissions peak around the year 2030 in the
business-as-usual policy. Global warming is accompained by i) an increase in daily rainfall
intensity (Figure 3.B.1c, dashed lines); ii) weakening of sea level pressure gradient over the
region NINO3.4 (Figure 3.B.1c, solid lines); and iii) shift of the critical albedo towards higher
values (Figure 3.B.1d, dashed lines). Sulfur emissions form aerosols in the atmosphere. In
case of the business-as-usual policy, elevated aerosols concentration over the land increases
albedo to the level above its critical value (Figure 3.B.1d). Hence, abrupt decrease in rainfall
probability during monsoon onset followed by severe deficiency of seasonal mean ISM
rainfall (Figure 3.B.1e and 3.B.1f). Over time, sulfur intensity of production decreases and
thus albedo decreases accordingly. In addition, critical albedo shifts with CO2 towards higher
values, widening the gap between actual and critical albedo. Emissions control in Nash
equilibrium suffice to prevent transgressing the critical albedo value and thereby limit the
risk of near-term droughts. However, in both scenarios the mitigation is not sufficient to limit
the temperature increase. The associated changes in the external forcing – weakening of
mean sea level pressure gradient – influence rainfall probability during onset period (Figures
3.B.1c and 3.B.1e). Low probability of rainfall during the monsoon onset, robust with respect
to alternative weather conditions, translates in decreasing values of seasonal mean rainfall
(Figure 3.B.1f).
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(a) Global mean temperature increase

(b) India’s sulfur emissions

(c) May MSLP over NINO3.4 (left axis, solid
(d) Critical albedo Atpl,crit (dashed line) and curlines) and daily rainfall intensity P̄twet , mm/day
rent albedo Atpl (solid line)
(right axis, dashed lines)

(e) Rainfall probability during monsoon onset

(f) Seasonal mean ISM rainfall P̄t , mm/day

Fig. 3.B.1 Evolution of selected climate variables under mitigation (red) and no-mitigation
(blue) policies.
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